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1I. INTRODUCTION
A • Purpose Of Cost; ^cgoun^ing
Cost recounting be defined -s the br, «~ncv' of
general recounting th«t undertakes to record, summarize,
analyze, and internret tbe cost of manufacturing ^nd sell-
ing an article, (1) It classifies *nd assigns costs to
the various -production centers •-nd then to the product it-
self, or 'to the latter directly, and hr? developed the tools
of .iob order, process, and standard cost accounting to en-
able It to erm this out. The three- m® in purposes ot cost
accounting are to control costs, to aid in the determin^t ion
of the financial position of the business, and to provide
the cost data which management needs to solve specialized
business problems. (?)
B. statement Of Problem
It is with the third purpose, the suprlving of the
cost data needed to solve specialized problems, th*-t this
thesis is concerned. The area hap been limited to *“n invest-
igation of ho’" the cost accountant can help management in
solving pricing problems. It is an attempt to prove that
cost accounting has evolved from mere cost keeping to a point
where it is fast becoming an indispensable aid to management
in the formulation of policies and in the making of decisions.
(1) Neuner, J.J., Cost A cc ou riling Princ iples. *nd Zngcllne.,
Revised Edition, p. 2
(?) Read, W.H., "Cost Accounting Concents , Tba t
Revi e " . Januarv, l?4 ?, p, ??
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016 with funding from
Boston Library Consortium Member Libraries
t
https://archive.org/details/costaccountingasOOgree
C. Relationship Of Cost Accounting To Frlcing Police
Formerly, much importance was attributed to the
theory that costs were the leadin'* factor in the determina-
tion of price. (1) It was held that determining the -e-rice
of an article was a matter of adding a certain percentage of
profit to costs. The FRA experiment approached the rroblem
of pricing from the same standpoint. Tod^y there are in-
stances where price is determined in this way, but for the
most part it is felt that the market approach is the onlv
sound way. Thus, it is necessary to consider the relation
of demand, costs, and volume, the existence of alternate
opportunities and substitutes, and business conditions in
general. This necessitates some measure of the cross elas-
ticity of demand, an estimate of the volume that can be
sold by the industry and, in turn, the firm's share of the
industry's output, the amount of income earned bv the var-
ious segments of the -population, and also an estimate o r
the amount that could be obtained if the capital invested
in the firm was placed elsewhere. All these factors, p ncl
many more, have to be considered in the making of a price.
This is a far cry from the simple assumption of cost-rlus.
A leading writer on accounting has stated on the
relation df costs and price:
There has been much misunder-
(1) See Farkhurst, F.A., Tie preriePcrmtn" t ion 0£ HjUia (
'
Qf-tlS.
And Relatively Tlme Sell i r ^ Tr ices .
..
.
,
,
,
,
,
.
standing of the relation of costs to
selling prices. In general, it is fair
to say, the specific costs of the spe-
cific enterprise do not determine the
volume of its revenues. Costs have a
bearing on prices but the level of
prices at a particular moment are the
resultant of many factors. Even under
monopolistic conditions, temporary or
otherwise, the factors represented in
the demand side of the picture are verv
important. Where competition is strong,
the costs of the individual business may
.
have almost no Influence whatever on
the selling prices; this is as true
In the case of production for stock...
No doubt the price-making
forces of the market often come to a
focus in the conditions of the parti-
cular concern or group of producers,
but the focus is continuouslv shift-
ing and seldom can be definitely lo-
cated. (1)
Even though price is the result of the workings
of the market, there are certain specific steps the cost ac-
countant can take to supply management with the facts It
needs for establishing sound pricing rolicv. On this point
allow me to quote from various authors on cost accountings
While cost determination must
not be considered to be an exclusive
price-making device, yet production costs
computed from a cost accounting svstera
that Is properly designed and intelligent-
ly operated cannot be completely ignored
in establishing selling prices, as Is in-
dicated In the following quotation? "The
remark is made frequently that costs can
have no place In establishing pricing
policy, since competitive forces alone
establish a market price. Markets de-
(1) Paton, W.A., Accountants f Handbook , ^p. l’S-1^9
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4moralised by price-cutting practices me
pointed to in proof of this point of view.
Ordinarily, when > price is established,
it is expected that a definite profit will
he obtained. Hence, costs must he taken
in account in every instance, although in
too many cases the costs which are con-
sidered are only roughly estimated. Be-
cause prices are set in relation to in-
accurate costs, the profits realized do'
not approach those originally estimated.
Regardless, therefore, o r opinions th^t
costs have no pl c ce in nrice determin-
ation, concepts of costs are constantly
in the minds of manufacturers and dis-
tributors when thev price their wares.
He who knows his costs accurately can he
assured of a definite profit or loss re-
sult, Fersistent indulgence in price-
cutting in defiance of costs obviously
can never prove profitable. ,T
In a competitive field of In-
dustrial production, however, there is
a relationship between the production
cost and the selling price of a com-
modity that requires still further elab-
oration. If an industry as a whole. is
to continue in existence, the selling
prices must be higher than the product-
ion costs. The economic forces of sup-
ply and demand combine to set the sell-
ing price of a commodity in any given
competitive industry. The extent to
•'hich the production cost price is be-
low or above the selling price uer^e-
sents the degree of favorable or unfavor-
able position held by any given enter-
prise within a given Industry... There
may he some individual companies that
sell below cost for a certain length of
time because of the inadeouecv of their
cost system or in an ende°vor to build
up their sales volume, hut such concerns
cannot long exist without experiencing
financial suicide, (l)
^Blocker* has r it ten on this same subject:
(1) Van Sickle, C.L., Cost Accounting amflamfintflJLs Ajld IXQ.-
cedures . p. 77

...price lists of individual products or
services must be rrepeped by executive de-
cision ©fter careful consider^ tion of the
cost of production and of comretitive con-
ditions, Cost conditions mav prevent the
profitable marketing of © product e t ex-
isting prices, or it mav be considered
more profitable to set a mice below nre-
vailing market prices in order to obtain
the resultant increase in volume of sales.
The problem of rronerlv regulating prices
and output is dependent upon a knowledge
of production, distribution, »nd admin-
istrative costs per unit of product or
- of service. Since, in general, prices are
determined b ' the forces of surplv and de-
mand 8nd an entrepreneur c°n set his npirces
onlv to a limited extent, cost control is
the only means by which a business mav
be insured against loss. Tf selling
prices and costs can be predicted with
reasonable certainty bv budgetarv methods,
the businessman is in p position bo in-
crease or decrease his output, to change
the character of his product, to lower
prices, or to regulate cost conditions
in such a wav as to realize maximum net
profits. Cost accounting makes possible
the accumulation of information concern-
ing the business enterprise; the function
of management consists of using the data
to the best advantage. (1)
Blocker also maintains that the cost accountant c oim
aid in attaining stability for the enterprise through the pre-
paration of reports showing the benefits to be obtained
through the lowering o r prices during the ohf season, the ef-
fect of irregular emplovment of productive factors, the loss-
es due to idle cepacitv, end the advisability of expanding
the present plant, tapping new uiarke's, ©nd introducing n©"
products. (2)
(1) Blocker, J.O., Essentials QT Cost. ApP^mLlng > VV.
(2) Ibid., pp. 9-10

fi
In the field of economics, Cl^rk h°s listed ten
nurposes of cost accounting, He sums these un into three
main classes, one of which is:
...to enable the concern to set a rrice
that will cover cost end allow the desired-
profit... (l)
Elaborating on this noint, he continues:
The guidance of price nolicv is
no+- - simple thing, and requires more than
one kind of dstp, since the relation of
prices to costs of production is itself
quite complex. Indeed, this relation-
ship is so obscure and varied that some
students of the question are inclined to
denv that prices are based upon costs at
ell, claiming rather that the concern
is governed bv the market and merelv
charges what it can get. This is going
too far, however, 'The concern plwevs
hes some discretion-, if onlv in deciding
to cease carrying certain 1 ines oh goods
which are not worth their cost, and to
rush others which are more profitable. (
He states that the cost accountant c an aid in de-
termining the normal price for the product, and also in fix-
ing a limit below which the nrice should not dron for short-
run purposes. He maintains that the accountant mav "O as
far as obtaining the normal price or the total sacrifice of
production", or nresenting data showing the cost of making
the article, including a share of canitel equipment, so that
management can make its own decision as to what the normal
price should he. (3)
(1) Clark, J.M., Studies In The Econ omics Of Overhead Costs,
p. 234
(2) Ibid., pp. 234-235
(3) Ibid., p. 2?
7
-.
.
.
'
.
.
.
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7In short-run situations, he states that a sched-
ule of differential costs is needed to find "a minimum point,
below which prices shall not go", and to decide which goods
to push and which to drop. (1)
D. The Importance Of A Sound Tricing Foll ow
During the war veers, a seller’s market existed in
the American economy. This factor has frequently beclouded
the minds' of businessmen as far as a scientific e,prro»cb to
price setting is concerned. Business has been conducted in
large part under a system of cost-rlus, with the government
raying for inefficiency. Production was not enough
to satisfy a huge demand for consumers ’ goods, and the rac in
problem has been how to allot a limited production ''mong
various customers. 71th the lifting of price controls,
customers have siicceeded in bidding up the prices o r the
scarce items. Manufacturers' profits have been swollen, r nd
until recently there has been little trouble recovering
rising costs in price since the national Income hrd risen
tremendously.
However, the time is fast approaching when stored-
up demand will be satisfied, levin^s have stom p trr>s ic
drop in the past two years. Consumers are finding th**t they
are spending a far greater proportion of their Income on the
s
bare necessities of life than ever before.
(1) Ibid., p. 238
.
high prices is a leading issue in the com‘ng national elec-
tion, and is one of the main tonics of converse tion. with
all this is the attendant fear that the nr e sent boom and in-
flation will bring about depression,
With the return of eomnetition and the end o r a
period of scarcities, the producer once again ha 0 to make
an active attempt to bid for the limited sur^lv of consumers’
dollars. It will become a Question of who can produce the
best goods the cheapest. “'hose who can meet these reoulre-
ments will have a chance of succeeding in business. The in-
efficient will no longer find government subsidies to k^er
them in business, unless unemnlovment compensation can be
considered, a subsidy*
Hence, once again the businessman will have to be
guided in large part bv his costs, and will have to have an
accurate knowledge of them in order to b^lr hir" set his pol-
icies. He will rely heavilv on his cost accountant to sup-
ply him with these facts. Rut before we consider exactly
vhat the cost accountant can do to aid, let us examine the
nature of price, and how it pervades the thinking ot the
whole business world.
R* 'the Ha tuna Of Fr ice
n tl e influence or price, ilton h*s written!
In Industries under the direct-
ion of business^ among the oldest n r cus-
toms is that of tagging a thing with a
price, hodav prices are pivots upon
which the whole svstem of business woves.
..
.
.
.
-
•
QA change in technical nnocesses or cnr>-
porate structure, in the ’"age of* la'hor
or the return to capital has its potent-
ial impact upon price. Its alteration
irmoses upon infractin'? prices a rrrob-
lem of accommodation. The shock of a sub-
stantial change goes resounding through
the economic order until it reaches
prices flexible enough to absorb or rug-
ged enough to bear it. A price is a mon-
etary summary of all the conditions -which
give value to a ware; a system of prices
is a pecuniary shorthand for an economy
.at ork. As a result, the phenomena of
prices are as broad and varied as
industries whose structures, arrangements,
and activities they reflect. "he m^uk of
accident, of custom, of conscious policy
is upon every price ... A myriad of con-
ditions - which reaches bevond the con-
fines of a continent and permeates the
multiple aspects of a culture - lies back
of the price of sugar, milk, an Oriental
rug, a telegram, or a bit of iunk to
make it exactly hat. it is.
Thus price is no isolated phe-
nomenon, Its meaning, its importance,
its office of order is inseparable from
the matrix of the wavs of industry in
which it is set. (1)
Irice is the balancing factor that determines in
large measure what volume the consumer can and will huy,
and whether the producer cap recover his ofctlay. It is Im-
possible to sav that costs are determined bv price, or that
demand is determined bv it. Nor is it-, nossible to claim that
supply determines price any more than demand and costs do.
nil of these factors are interrelated; at the same time one
is determining another, it is being determined by the other.
The fact that it is impossible to isolate the various causes.
(1) Hamilton, .alter, and others, ’ pica ' rkm
.< * — .
- •
:
, r
-
-
.
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and effects makes a study of pricing Both difficult and in-
triguing;.
F. Scon e
This thesis is written with the attemrt to show
the various tools that the cost accountant can use to aid
management in establishing sound pricing policy. Along
with the tools, it discusses the limitations inherent in
their usei In many cases economic theory is involved, hut
it is impossible to avoid it. Cost accounting h*=s evolved
from a mere process of cost-keening to a point where It now
plays a vital part in helping management to make decisions
and to establish policv. That this fact is now recognized
by the cost accountant himself is given emphasis b~ the
1947 Year Book of the National Association of Cost Account-
ants entitled, Thz Accountant's lole In Management. To
carry out this role, the accountant must look beyond the
cost figures supplied by the accounts and into the realm of
economics and management. 'ith the complexities of modern
business. It is true that he must be a specialist in ac-
counting, but that does not mean that he should, not tackle
pricing problems merely because they involve other consider-
ations beyond the technical scone of accounting.
The body of the thesis is divided into sections
on normal or long-run pricing, short-run pricing, interest
on investment, and limitations the cost accountant must face*
Chapter TI on normal pricing considers the rels-
..
-
.
-
'
*
11
tlve merits of historical costs and standard costs, the
use of flexible budgets, the proper measure of capacity to
use In apportioning overhead for pricing Purposes, the
pricing of joint products, and the use of opportunitT costs.
The use here of the term normal price, is in accord ^ith
the definition bv Marshallian economists of long-run price.
This implies a period of time that is Ions: enoush for the
producer to make all the desired adjustments in the size
of the plant and in the various factors of production.
Average cost must be covered bv averase revenue in the lons-
run in order for the producer to stsv in business.
Chapter III on short-run pricing gives examples
of the various applications of differential cost analysis
in deciding ho’" best to make use of existing riant car^citv
when the riant is not running at full production, and dis-
cusses how such items as depreciation and the pricing of
materials should be handled. Short-run imrlies a period of
time that is not long enough for the size of the plant to
be altered, and in which the amount of eauirment available
will remain the same. It is assumed that the size of the
working force mar be changed. During the short-run period
the entrepreneur attempts to make the best of conditions
that vary from the long-run plan. To do this he uses the
marginal approach to pricing, and tries to eauate marginal
cost and marginal revenue.
Chapter IV takes up the Question of whether interest
,' • u '''of
»• r r «•
*
,
f • • -
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on investment should be included by accountants in making
pricing decisions, shows various instances "’here it is annli-
cable, attempts to arrive at a base and rate for its us<=,
and relates the concent to the idea of making return on in-
vestment a starting point in establishing pricing policv.
Chapter V is on limitations faced bv the cost ac-
countant* These include the changing value of the dollar
values listed in financial statements, the fact that account-
ants are not in agreement as to what makes un cost or loss,
the cost of cost accounting, the f»ct that the cost account-
ant is too much concerned with costs to face nricing nroblems
from an unbiased viewpoint, the influence of demand on pric-
ing, and the existence of non-price competition. It proroses
such solutions to these limitations as ' stabilized accounting,
uniform cost accounting, and distribution cost analysis
.
In all cases it is assumed that the tvroducer has
some measure ofcontrol over the setting of a rrice for his
goods. Unless otherwise indicated, price means the monetary
value attached to the goods.
Gr, 'ork ihnft jix The ~-I . A .
Q
.
Tn Thp FI p.ld r r 1 c ’ n
g
It is necessary to mention here the contributions
to the field mpde b^ the National Association of Cost Account-
ants, to which I am indebted for muc^ of mv material* Their
entire 19^9 convention was devoted to such tonics as the in-
fluence of costs in pricing, the cost accountant’s role in
ir ~ -
•
?
'
,
•
•
•
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pricing, direct costs end overhead in pricing, and recogniz-
ing? distribution costs and investment in pricing (1) Their
1945 convention was devoted in larsce part to pricing prob-
lems. At that time thev discussed cost find int? and price
determination, capacitv, costs, and prices, recovery of
plant costs in price, and practical problems in pricin'? the
new line and new order, (?)
( 1) See "etlonal A s s oc 1 -j 1 1 on o r Cos t Accountants "~e»r Took
1239
(2) See Hs t ional Assoc lo tlon Qf Cost Accountant s Vr Book
=L-'iLv
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II. NORMAL OR LONG-RUN pricing
A . historical Cost? Of Limited Va In e Tn TV1 clnT
Pricing policies ere set in advance and are meant
to remain stable over a reriod of time, pt least ov^ 10 the pro-
duction cycle. Therefore, it is necessary to kno^ in advance
exactly what costs will he incurred. ’hen historical costs
ere used, it is impossible to know what the costs for the
coming cycle will be, since in such a system costs are not
known until thev h«ve been incurred. Sound nriciner rolicv is
based on an estimate of the expected level of production over
the coming period. Standards are set for labor and material®,
both as to ousntitv and Trice over the coming cvcle. If rnv
of these factors vary from the standards set, it is neces-
sary to know immediately where these variances p r, fl occur* in??,
snd to correct them so that the price rolicv set in advance
can be maintained.
A rolicv based on historical costs is inadequate
in that these costs cannot be determined accuratelv in ad-
vance. P price based on these costs will include ineffici-
ency in the organization and plant idleness. Tn using his-
torical costs it is necessarv to wait until the costs have
been incurred, collected, and analysed before one can decide
if the pricing policv is correct. And even after this has
been done, it is impossible to tell exactlv where excessive
costs have crept in. Bv this time it is too late to take
corrective action, and it is necessarv to revise the rr^ce
_.
.
,
.
61
.
.
.
,
.
..
.
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structure, (1)
B. TM Import^ nc° Of £_ Flexible
Budget Based On Standard Cos ts
In order to determine correct pricin'7 rolicv,
management needs to know how costs will vary ov°r the en-
tire range of plant capacity. The cost accountant c^n aid
in the preparation of a flexible budget. This budget en-
tails the breaking down of costs into fixed, semi- variable,
and variable expenses, and showing the effect of volume on
the various elements of cost. From it management c^n decide
the best onerating level for the riant, and can se" the ef-
fects on cost that will be brought about through '*» change in
volume
.
For comrrehens ive guidance, a complete budgetary
control system is needed. This calls for the preparation
budgets covering sales, production, and operating expenses.
The sales budget is tbe respoeibilitv of the marketing divi-
sion, p nd is prepared with an eye to past sales experience,
condition'3 rrithin the industry and the share 0** the industry's
business done bv the firm, future business conditions antici-
pated, direction of the business cycle, and plans of tbe firm
for tbe future. It considers mainly the demand side of the
pricing picture, and attempts to determine it'1 the aid o.
market forecasting tools how much of the company's product's
%
will be sold at varying price levels.
(1) Saxton, C. Clive, TM r:conomic£. fif Pricy net" ami pn t l <an>
pp, 54-55
r * r * -< * r
*
*
T
,
r
,
,
' »<' -
,
budget shows the estimated amount oh income that should be
obtained bv the firm over the cominp’ nroduction cvcle, and
the volume of production needed. The production budget
works from the volume needed, and shows the material
,
labor,
and overhead that will be incurred in obtaining this volume.
S.imilarlv the operating expense budget shows the expected
costs of selling, and of administering the organization.
The latter two budgets are dependent on the s^les budget, but
in turn are determinants of it. For it is foolish to trv to
establish a price without an eve on costs, and lust as fool-
ish to set price on the. basis of costs without considering
whether or not the consumer will buv the product at a viven
price. These budgets give management an onnortuni tv to plan
their expenditures and investments beforehand, and serve a?
a measure in determining how well actual results cornua ve
with the plans.
To be reallv effective, a standard cost svstem is
needed to supulement the budgetary program. Through! the use
of such a svstem, management can effectively anelvze the cost
data and see whv costs differ from the plan made in advance.
This svstem is also much faster, cleaner, and more effective
than one using historical costs. Tt is closelv related to
budgetary control, end makes the whole organization cost con-
s
scious. Responsibility for variances c r n be fixed, and p ction
to correct variances started promptlv, T f the actual costs
are lower than standard, investigation cpn be m*“de to sea If
<• •
r'
r
.
'
%
*
.
r
*
,
.
'
<
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there has been skimping. Furthermore, it is possible to
feel more certain that the costs on "hick' advance pricing
policies are based are capable of bein^ controlled over* the
production c~cle than is the case with historical costs.
Thus the price police has a better chance of remaining
stable over the period for which it hag been set.
There are two main methods of setting these stand-
ards. One is to work out ideal standards obtainable only
under optimum conditions. The other is to set standards that
serve as a measure of the conditions that are expected to
prevail over a period of time, ones t v,at would rrobeblv be
met bv actual performance. The former method is rrobsbiw
better for control purposes, but the latter can b^ us°d with-
out revision as a basis for pricing policv.
sense in having different tvres of standards in effect when
one would serve all purnoses nesrlv as well
,
Standards for material and labor worked out
both as to price and Quantity with the aid of the met^o r ,
purchasing, production, personnel, and cost departments.
They determine the best wav of doing the iob, and then esti-
mate the material and labor needed to csrrv out the process.
Price standards are set, keening in mind the expected r>rice
for labor and material that will prevail over a period of
time ,
Cost accountants hove been in disagreement r or
Tears, over the correct method of settlnc standard overhead
r
'
.
,
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rates. It has long been a moot point whether to figure
the burden rate on practical operating capacity, taking in-
to cons ideration seasonal variations, or to base It on
the average canacitv that frt e firm expects to use over a
period of .time,
G. ;rMo> Cappc Ity Rate To. Us e In Pricing
1, Dangers Involved In Using fivera ge Ca pa city
Schlatter has studied the problem of the determin-
ation of the proper capacity on which to base the b ipden
rate, I ouote the arguments he lists ^o^ the use of aver-
age capacity.
Some advocate the use of a
burden rate based on the sver°ge capacity
because thev hold, rather tenaciously to
the idea that every factory expense, re-
gardless of whether or not it results In
production, must in some way or some time
be attached to the product. This rate
over a Period of years tends^to charge
the product with all the fixed expenses.
The overabsorbed fixed burden of the per-
iods when activity is above average will
tend to offset the underabsorbed fixed
burden of periods when activity is below
average,.. To realize a prof’t the manu-
facturer must sell his goods at a p^ice
which will cover all his outlays with some
margin left oven for profit. If none
of the fixed expense arising fwom the un-
used capacity is Included in the stated
cost, there will be a tendenc TT to set
the sales price at a figure too lo'" to
permit full recov rv
and the realization of a profit, ( lU
He refutes this argument b'T stating that it * s 1m-
(1) Schlatter, Charles F., Cost Accounting * "evised Edition,
p. 479
«.
* <
, . ,
t
*
possible po determ ne in adv&ncG with anv assurance what
the average capacity will be for the coming period. Thus,
burden variances will rarely offset one another in the bur-
den account,
When usiny average capacity, a cost for idle
capacity is included in the cost of the product, "an^ ce-
ment is unable to see at a slance what portion of cost is
the true cost of producing the product and what portion is
due to the wastes of idle capacity. The co^t o f production
is left to the mercw of changes in volume. The p^r^dox of
costs rising while prices are falling is created in times of
depression, since as volume decreases and more and mo^e of
the riant remains idle, the fixed costa have to be spread
over a smaller amount of outnut. In thiss * tuation costs
are of little guidance in pricing, (1)
Of course in the loneyrun all costs have to be
covered bv the amount returned through the sale ofthe -pro-
duct, but it must be stressed that management reeds to know
exactly what costs are due to Idle capacity. If management
insists on the use of aversye capacity as a base, the cosh
accountant can aid bv pueparino: reports showing the ef r^ct
of idle capacity on costs.
Schlatter sums this up as follows:
No one can deny that the un-
(1) Clerk, J.M., Studies In The. Economics Of QvqrVwd Cost ,*,
p. 242

absorbed fixed expense of tbe pr^cti-
cal capacity burden rate is a "cost”
that eventually must be recovered be-
fore a profit can be realised. However,
there is no necessity of including such
’'costs” in the end-cost of the product
in order to recover them. The end-costs
are base costs, and the margin between
the selling price and the end-cost must
be .vide enough to cover all other expanses
of a period of rears
,
such as selling
and administrative expenses, un-'^orbed
burden, fire losses, and so on. Profit
is a differential between tbe total
-costs, expenses, and losses, and what is
realized from the sale of the goods, and
that differentia" is made a favorable
one by keeping cost and expenses down
and volume up. To burv, in the stated
cost of goods, rart or all o^ the losses
arising from lack of volume only confuses
the issue by hiding this important com-
ponent of the total cost. (1)
Nourse claims that it is dangerous to write plant
idleness due to lack of orders into the cost s’ eet, for it
is not possible to do away with idle capacity b -^ loading it
as a cost in your price. By doing so, you cut do-n demand
for vour product, and consequentl"
,
the cost of idle capacity
that you have tried to pass on to the customer '"ill onlv be
increased by the slackening of demand. He cali.s the pro-
cedure of iisin''* average capacity in pricing "planning for de-
pression”, and goes on to state that it
embodies a defeatist psychology and has
the effect of making prosperity a dis-
ease instead of a condition of normal
-
e ] . ", in off et, defines normal
business as a period of semidepression,
to wk i ch our cost and price philosophy
(1) Schlatter, Charles F., Cosh Accounting r»p , 4 01-/19

PI
returns us, instead of helping us to
continue on the basis of h*gh employment,
maximum efficiency, end the host prrcti-
callv attainable scale of national liv-
ing
. . .
Such estimates simply write
the wastes of idleness into the cost
sheets of the business, transfer normal
spending power into depression reserves,
which are then dissipated during a r>er-
iod of slack operation, without doing
anv good to the "astute," "prudent, or
financially strong company that accumu-
lates them, but imposing vast harm on the
less well-entrenched companies, on the
least indispensable part of the labor
force, and on the farm population whose
fortunes depend on the abilitv of the
working population to bum adeouate food
and clothing* It might be described r s
"putting capital on a dole" *=t times
when it is withdrawn from active use.
In terms of economic effect this is lust
as pernicious, no more so and m less,
as rutting labor on a dole over extended
periods of enforced idleness. Tt is es-
sentiellv the same as org^ni^ed labor
trving to get economic security for it-
self bv pushing wage rates up regardless
of the effect that this may have on the
ability of emplovers to use the workers
’
services at these rates. (l^
2. Practical Capac i ty "he Co^-rec^ Bp pjg For Fr 1 c ing
Practice 1 capacity mav be defined as the normal
capacity of the riant based on the output which the riant
can turn out bv running full time, ,rith rHowce f’or brea v-
do rn of macbinerv, lack of operators, and variation o r
production due to seasonal variations In demand.
cases it is much cheaner for the firm to alio 1” for r cert-gin
(1) Nourse, Edwin Cx, f "Cost Finding And Price Be termination','
1-Ta tional Association of J.o.sJi Accountants. IflEH BQ.Q&* JJML 9
pp. 37-38
..
.
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amount of spoilage, lost units, and waste rather th^n re-
design the production process so that these factors may be
done 8 way with. If this is true, them should be allowed
for in figuring practical capacity. Furthermore, firms
find that them can operate at a lower cost If them build
their plant with some excels capacity for present needs.
This excess capacity gives them an element of flexibility,
and allows for expansion in the futube without having to
rebuild the existing plant, ^n allowance for this excess
capacity should be made in determining practical capacity.
However, practical capacity should not include an allowance
for the inability of the organization to obtain enough orders
to keep the riant running full time, taking in con? ider? t i on
a normal amount of waste and spoilage, and capacity needed
for future expansion and flexibility.
The advantages to be obtained by using practical
capacity as the basis for pricing are a? follows
:
1, The unit cost so derived is, *s far
as the burden element is concerned, as
nearly the true cost of food? as it is
possible to obtain. It is not inflated
by expenditures which were made to cprrv
along idle capacity and which, therefore*
had nothin'? to do with the production of
the unit. With » knowledge of such *>
basic unit cost of goods one Is better
able to decide whet parts or products
to make and what ones to bum, *nd what,
policy and practice to follow in meeting
competition in the market for the pro-
ducts ,
2. The inventories of mood? In process
and of finished goods ere not inflated
,>
'
r
•
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by expenditures made to cappy unused
capacity in the form of idle buildings,
machinery, and equipment. It is a dis-
tinct advantage to be able to follow good
conservative business nractice bv avoid-
ing inflation of assets on the balance
sheet bv an amount which is in reality
a loss for the period.
5. It is possible to analyze the burden
balance so as to show, at its true amount,
the fixed expense incurred on unused
capacity. Management is correctly in-
formed as to the real losses arising
from the failure to utilize the Cpl"1 cap-
acity of production so that it mev act,
when possible, to remedy the situation,
whereas it might not act if, through the
use of a different burden rate, it is
misled by an understatement of such-
losses. (l)
D. Pricing Of Joint Products
1 , Limitations Of Convent ions 1 Accounting Approach
In accounting for .loint products, the. cost ac-
countant makes use of arbitrary methods for the allocation
of costs between the various products. He applies either
the average cost, quantitative, or sales value method in
an attempt to allocate a definite amount of the total costs
to each product, and arrives at a result that he considers
a practical solution. Because of the verv nature of io^nt
products, it is impossible to obtain anything more than r n
arbitrary figure for the cost of each product. ^he proced-
ure the cost accountant follows is valid In reference to
controlling cos ts . B-ven though an arbitrary figure * s ob-
(1) Schlatter, Charles F., C ost Accounting,
a °.n
..
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it is possible to make use of* it in determining
whether the costs of ms kina1 and selling the various products
are increasing or decreasing! from period to repiod, and
then in taking steps to correct those variations that lead
to decreases in the profit margin, or to correct anv deter-
ioration in the Quality of the Product if it is found that
decreases in costs are the result of skimping in the manu-
facturing 'process • But as far as spicing policy is con-
cerned, an arbitrary allocation of costs is of limited
va lue
.
2. Ira ct ical A-nrvpoach To The Pricing Of Joint Projects
In solving -problems of this nature, the first step
is the recognition of why ioint costs are incurred. The
reason is that it is cheaper in some cases to make or sell
two or more products in combination than alone. Freeman
gives an example that brings out this point ver^ clearly:
Suppose, for example, that t’"o
products which cost POO whan made and
sold separately would cost onlw 150 if
made and sold together. For accounting
purposes it might ba considered reason-
able to divide the $'150 bv two °nd s®y
the cost of each was 75. Yet onlv 50
could be saved if one ‘ T°pe abandoned,
and in case of abandonment of one the
other would then cost *100. Suppose
one can be sold for only 50 whereas
the other can sell for 110. The com-
bined selling price Is then 170 or
'P.0 more than the combined cost of 150.
If we drop one of the products, ’-e re-
duce the profit from v20 to 10, T7 ence
it is obviously more profitable to e, ell
both than only one even though one Is
fl j
,
.
,
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sold fit » price belo” the 75 averave
cost. (1)
For pricing purposes it does no vood to yet one
precise cost for each product in this case. Vhp t is needed
is the ranse within which to set the sellinv price in order
to yain by me kins- the products jointly. ^he onlv realistic
approach is through the use of marvjnal or differential cost
analysis to yive us this ranye. This subject is discussed
more fully in Chapter III on short-run pricing. Tsin.y this
t
type of approach, the rapye in Freemans example would be
‘’from the 50 savable to the 100 cost of making and sell-
ing separately”. (2) He would add the qualification that
this ranye miyht be limited further by the availability of
substitutes. We would conclude from this that each joint
product should be priced at a point that "ould at least cov-
er the co'-ts that could be saved by eliminating the product,
but each product should not have to paw for more of the
costs than if it "-ere made alone.
Furthermore, it is important to realize that each
product should not be judged by the results of each year's
activities alone. Freeman uses the concent of 'weak listers
and little bpothers ' to briny out this point. T e states
that
:
s
(1) Freem»n, E. Stevart, 'Prieiny The Product", '~>Mon^.l
Ass oc la tl on Of Cost Accountants,
~ rerr BqqV . 1959 . r. "0
(2) Ibid., p5l
*.
,
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...it may be as unreasonable to expect
all products to pay a like share of this
year’s cost as it is to expect the babv
and grandparent to contribute alike to-
ward the household expenses. (1)
It is wrong to assume that each product is con-
stantly in a state of equilibrium. Vhat is needed is a
recognition of the fact that there is a life cycle for a
product just as the-^e is for a human being. During the de-
velopment' years huge expenditures are often necessarv to
introduce the product to the public, to develop production
methods, and iron out kinks. If the product were expected
to cover all its costs in each period, verv few new products
would be introduced. However, bv deferring these development
expenses for a reasonable amount of time, the new product is
enabled to get on its feet and bring in a return that will,
over a period of time, make it worthwhile to continue.
If the business is to continue in existence over
the course of years, it is important to be constantlv find-
ing new products to replace those that the public no longer
wants. Some subsidizing is needed for new products in their
early stages. This can be effected by allowing the more
established products to carry part of the costs of the new
ones, and bw not penalizing the new products b',r setting too
high a selling price for them. If the price is set too high,
the concern will not be able to sell enough of th* new nro-
(1) Ibid., p.3l
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ducts to take advantage of the decrease in costs brought
about by increases in the volume of production.
The relationship between costs, volume, and sell-
ing price must be kept constantly in mind. Tn such s. case
an estimate must be made of the number of units of the pro-
duct that can be sold over a Period of veers at various
price levels, and the costs that will be incurred in -pro-
ducing them. To aid in determinin'1* the relationship between
these variables, use can be made of a series o^ bre^k-even
charts. here so many variables are involved, it is impos-
sible to determine exactly what, the correct nr ice would be,
but by applying the techniques of market analysis and con-
sumer research, and those of sound budgetary control, much
of the guess work is taken out of pricing decisions.
Another point to remember is the necessity for
producing some products at a real loss in order to round out
the line and sell the firm's more Profitable items. In rnanv
cases this is overdone. Some manufacturers make everv possi-
ble item in their line to keen customers from buying anything
at all from their competitors. These men do not consider
the fact that the looses thev incur on the items they pro-
duce to complete their line more than eoual anv gains they
may make in suppl^ln^ the total needs of their customers.
Adam Smith's ideas on the specialization of labor apply as
much in this type of situation as in °nv other. But to ob-
tain balance, it is necessarv to estimate how msnv more o
r
,*
.
.
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the profitable items are sold because of the full line of-
ferred. This is a difficult nroblem to solve, but an approe'ch
can be made bv testing the effect of droprn.no: the "weak sis-
ters" in some isolated area. This encroaches unon the field
of market research,, but it is important for the accountant
to recognize the existence of the problem so that h*3 can ad-
vise management which products to reexamine because of ’weak-
ness in returning their nroner share ofrevenue. (l)
E. 7 s e Of Opportunity Costs
An executive needs Guidance in determining at what
stage of manufacture to sell his npoduct, assumin'? ot course,
that there is a market for the goods at each of the various
stages of production. Tf goods can be purchased at par-
ticular stage cheaper than it costs to make them vourself,
assumin'? full capacity operation, then thev should be Pur-
chased. The cost accountant can make use of opportunity
costs in helpin'? to decide whether to process #?oods further,
or to sell them at a particular stage of manufacture,
costs can be incorporated directlv into the accounts, or the
accountant can make a special analvsis usin" these cost^ fpom
time to time. If they are included in the accounts, rdlust-
ments will have to be made for statement purposes since un-
realized rrb.fits ere .tf k^n up.
To show how opportunitv costs are applied In this
(1) Ibid., p. 36
..
.
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type of problem,
company produce
s
of manufacture.
let us assume that a chemical manufacturing
a rroduc’ that ^oes through several stages
The end of each sta^e results in a saleable
product. Using opportunity costs the following accounts
would be set up: (l)
Process One
Materials 5,0001 To Process One de-
Labor 0,000 partmental P & L
Overhead il ,000 account R.OQO
p'.'TQo 8. non
/rocess One Profit And Loss Acc ount
Prom Process One R,000 Process One tr^ns- 7,000
ferred to Process
Two at market price
Process Two
From Process One 7,000 To Process Two de-
Labor 4,000 partmental P Sr. L
Overhead ".000 account 1 " .OOn
15 .000 15 .000
Process Two Profit And Loss Account
Prom Process Two 1" ,000 Transferred to In- 15,000
ventorv at market
price awaiting next
staj?a of development.
Lookin'7 at the accounts we e n n see that it would,
have been cheaper to have bought the output of T rocess One on
the market since it would have cost onlv '7,000 to do so,
while it would cost the companv 0,000 to produce it. how-
ever, Process Two shows a 'profit M of ",0n0 on its operations.
(1) Adapted from "euner,
£ nd Practice
.
p.758
J.J., Cost Ac c^m'dn 17 v r incinles
..
"0
This ‘'profit :f should be compared "-ith the results sho ,,rn in
the profit end loss accounts of the succeeding rrocesseB
to determine at ^hich stage to sell, end ho 1" far the
company should carry a particular process, T t is of utmost
importance in making decisions of this nature to include
interest on investment in the cost of making the product.
Otherwise, one mav be led to produce one stage of the pro-
cess that -apparentlv shows a ’profit , "hen in realitv the
inclusion of interest would have produced a loss. There is
a definite cost incurred in twiner up capital in a Process,
and in weighing alternatives, this cost must be considered.
F . Rela tionshjn Q£ <ios ts. And Revenue in Long-run
1. Summa rv
Over a period of years it is necesssrm that
every product bring in sufficient average revenue to cover
its average costs. This should be the aim of sn^ firm in
making long-run pricing decisions. The long-run price
should be set bv taking into consideration the necessary
costs of developing the product, the availability o t substi-
tutes, a normal rate of production based on practical oper-
ating capacitv, various changes in the business c^cle, ®nd
the effective demand for the product over a period of vears.
Included in the costs that must be recovered is a fair rate
of return on the amount origins 11m invested in the nrocuct irro
(1) See pn. P8-59
..
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of the product. (l)
In the long-run if the aver'-ge revenue doesn't
at least eaual the average costs, the business -511 fail.
A firm in this position finds that its capital has been
dissipated, and that it would be better off getting out of
the business and trying some other line of endeavor. To
avoid getting into such a position it is of utmost importance
that pricing nolicv be sound. The cost accountant can aid
management in determining what price to set, in order that
average costs mav be recovered over 9 period of years, through
the use of budgets, standard costs, and rerorts showing the
cost of idle capacity separated from manufacturing costs,
another important aid is the submission of reports relating
the income from each product to return on investment. In
addition, the incorporation of opportunity costs in the
accounts will guide management in decidin'-* at what stage of
manufacture to sell the product.
(l) See p. 5R

III. SHORT-RUN PRICING
*9 #
A. Comng.r3.pon Of. Short-run
~'
7
i th Toner-run
ft is in the field of short-run pricing th.pt the
cost accountant can ran ke pn especisllv great contribution to
management in policv determine tion. In the long-run it is nec-
essary that average costs be covered bw average revenue in
order that the firm stay in business. A sound long-run Tric-
ing policy- insures the firm the nroner combination of sales,
revenue, cost, and volume to show a fp>ir return on the or-
iginal investment to which it was committed over a reriod
of time. This revenue should be enough to protect the ex-
isting investment and provide for the replacement ®nd ex-
pansion of assets. It is when the various factors that CTo
to make up a long-run pricing no 1 ic^ get out of balance
that short-run pricing problems come to the rore.
Long-run policv tries to t*=ke into consideration
the effect of the business cycle, changes in consumer teste
and demand, technological ch^n^es that will come shout
,
and the verv important effect of competition. These factors
are all given weight before prices ere set. O'-ever, plans
do not alwav? work out as expected. hen this ’"•'prens,
management tries to salvage as much of the original in-
vestment as possible, and also to maximize profits, or
hold losses at a minimum, under the changed conditions.
Such short-run decisions a s whether to ecdept business
a price lower than the normal one, how low a pr ic3 c°n be
—*
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quoted and still remain profitable
,
whether to cut out some
lines or add new ones, whether to replace ah existing mach-
ine with a more efficient one, and which goods to rush,
must he made.
E . Fow the Cost £ c count p nt C p n Heir
There are certain sters that the cost accountant
can take to aid management in solving such -problems. Some
of these sters involve going outside the conventional realm
of cost accounting, and call for special reports. In addi-
tion to presenting the figures that will result if a differ-
ent plan is followed, the cost accountant should state in
every case exactly how the new rlan will affect the long-run
aims of the concern, and the dangers that maw ensue because
of the change.
The succeeding sections will be devoted to dis-
cussion and illustration of the tools that the accountant
can adopt In solving certain short-run pricing problems,
he meaning of cost will vary, but so far accounting hag
found no wev of defining cost to make It applicable to all
cases
•
C. Differential Cost Analysis
1 . Definit ion
The chief tool that the cost accountant hr- in his
possession In determining short-run price is differential cost
analysis. He needs to examine costs with other criteria in
mind rather than average unit cost by itsel r .

?4
.
Differential costs are similar to ’"hat the econ-
omist terms marginal costs. The economist, in determining
short-run nr ice for 8 firm that is capable in some measure
of influencing mice, tries to eouate marginal cost and mar-
ginal revenue, The firm should nroduce at a level ’"here
a slight increase in revenue can he brought about bv an
increase in production; which ir turn is m.de -possible by
an increase in cost equal to the increase in revenue. The
business man makes use of this theorv bv emploving differ-
ential costs to aid him. in solving short-run pricing pro-
blems .
Differential costs may be defined as the increase
in total cost resulting from an increase in the volume of
production. (1)
2, ^asi c Illustration Of Differential Cosjt Ana 1vs 1 s
For example, a firm has the capacity to produce
10,000 units rer month. It has been selling its output at
: 5 per unit, resulting in a total revenue of 50,000 per
month. Its fixed charges are ? 20,000 per month, and l°bor
and materials together cost 2 per unit. Thus, its tot°l
cost for an output of 10,000 units is a rer unit, leaving
"1 per unit to cover profit, and selling and administrative
expenses
.
Suppose that the time comes when the firm can onlv
(1) Schlatter, Charles F # , Cost lc conn ting . p, 515
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sell 5000 units per month
.
The Oixed charges remain constant
and thus the average cost leer unit goes un to " r nen unit,
consisting of 4 of fixed cost and 2 of variable. At the
*'5 selling nrice the firm, stands to lose 5000 without even
considerin'? selling and administrative expense, The sales
manager tries to stimulate new orders, and finally finds a
large exporter who is "il 1 ing to take 5000 units at 5,75
per unit. The owner
,
seeing onlv the further loss involved
according to traditional analvsis. Is reluctant to pccert
the contract until his cost accountant convinces him that
the firm will he better off bv accenting the order, ^o prove
his point the accountant presents the following figures;
Revenue
If order
not taken
25,000
Cost for addi-
tional units Total
411,250 56,750
Fixed cost 20,000
Variable cost 10 ,000
Total cost 50,000
Profit or (Loss) ( 5 ,0CO*
-0-
6 ,000
6,000
5 gj250
70.000
16.000
56,000
250
This is a greatlv simplified version of the mech-
anism of differential cost analysis. In practice some of the
costs that are termed as fixed are in reelitv semi- vsri p hi e
,
Thus as volume decreases, supervisors ’'hose wages constitute
part of the fixed labor costs will he dismissed, and msinte-
nance ofmachinery will he kept at a minimum.
cycle proceeds downward, the costs of lahor and materials
will decline, although not, as sh^rplv as the decline in pro-
*r
.
*
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The cost accountant should h«=ve ~-arned the o^ner
of certain dangers involved in accer'tino’ the order, one of
which is whether the £?,75 price will have anv effect on
the price of existing orders. If the two markets are com-
pletely differentiated, then the owner can proceed HLth
safety in accenting the order, Tf not, then the ^F.oo
price will he forced down, and the firm will he in a less
salutary position than had it not accented the order. An-
other difficulty maw lie in the fact that business mivht
revive, and more of the £“5,00 orders mierht he obtained. If
so, will there he any plant capacitv left to fill these or-
ders, or will the firm he committed to fillinv the ^*,75
orders for some time to come? The owner must he impressed
with the fact that he is accenting the order onlv to help
him out of a predicament, and such commitments must he of a
temporary nature; or he will endanger his lonv ranffe nlans.
If there is douht about an upturn in business in
the near future, it would he better to reorganise the plant
to handle onlv the sales that could he obtained at the *F,00
level. By so doins, manv of the fixed charges could he
saved, E. Stewart Freeman treats this point as follows •
The proportion of the manu-
facturing and order- fillinff costs which
can he saved when orders are not ac-
cepted will depend somewhat upon the
expected duration of the h°low cepe-
city production. If it is onlv tern-
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ropery, the direct costs can be s c ved
but verv little of the indirect costs
will be...
If the low level of sales is
to be oflonger duration, it be
cheaper to reorganize down to the vol-
ume of business which can be obtained
than to continue to srend monev which
can’t be recovered in the selling price.
Over a sufficiently long period of time
without orders verv nearlv all of the
indirect costs of manufacturing end or-
der filling can be saved. Even the cost
of equipment is savable when the time
-for replacement arrives. Fence tu e long-
er a price is to remain in effect or to
influence the future nrice level, the
larger should be the cost which the price
should cover, ( 1)
By accenting the order at a price of f.75, the firm
was covering the direct costs of the order and was obtaining
something over this to meet the fixed charges, however, this
price did not allow the firm to carrv out the original plan
to which it was committed over the long-run period. It was
just stop-gap aid, and the owner should be made aware of this
fact.
The new plan fulfills Mr. Freeman's reouirements
for short-run pricing whic% he states as follows
:
The selling price of any pro-
duction order should cover at least tv e
differential cost which can be saved bv
not mekin^ and selling it. In addition,
it should contribute toward raving for
the ,1oint costs as much or more as the
market value permits. Furthermore , when
operations -are near capacity , no product
or order should be sold at a price which
contributes less toward paving for the
Freeman, E.S., "Cost Accounting For Price Making'’,
Ua h 1 one 1 Association of Cost Accountants. fUUZ. LlIQjL*.
P. 27
( 1 )

joint costs than the amount ^foich would
he contributed bv enr other nroduct or
order which could be substituted for it. (1)
Another author has stated on this subject?
If speciallv priced business
oversteps certain limits, it can cut into
plant capacity which has been set up in
the basic budget a? allocable to other
products. If this takes place, the out-
put of these products Is reduced and a
certain amount of fixed costs which pre-
vail regardless of the volume of product-
ion and which have been allocated to other
products will then apnlv to the new pro-
duct... However, if the price exceeds the
cash cost, the margin is a profit when
taken as part of the over-all operating
results, and the only remaining factors
to be considered are the volume limitations
within which this special business must
be confined, and possible lestlne effect
on the pricing policy of the company. (2 )
This writer suggests that in the preparation and
support of a differential cost analysis, the accountant
should confer with management as to no-sible courses of
action and such reauirements as the plan must meat: the
accountant should have a clear concept of the costs used
for the special purpose at hand, all facts and assumptions
should be thoroughly investigated, and the advantages and
disadvantages thoroughly weighed and set forth. Lone-run
profits should not be lost sight of in these considerations,
but rather should be the starting point of the investigation*
(1) Ibid., np. 26-27
(2) Miller, W. Wesley, "Costs For Plans And Policies ,
N.A.C.A. Bulletin . Vol . 7X17, No. 2, Section 1, Sent. IF,
1947, pp. 63-64
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After ell these steins have been taken, he should let man-
ageminent make the decisions. (1)
7ith these idees in mind, let us see what the min-
imum price would he in the above example to enable the fir>m
to come out ahead if it took the order. Anything above the
‘2 variable costs non unit would give the firm somethin^ to
put toward meeting the fixed charges. This principle is
a.nnlied in deciding whether it is cheaper to shut down a
plant or whether it is better to keen the working force in-
tact by accenting business at a lower nrice than the normal
one. If it is decided to shut down, it is necessary to cal-
culate the cost of training new workers at a later d^te when
volume increases.
3 . Application In Decidi ng h i ch Of Two Orders To Take,
If there is idle capacity In the plant due to a
seasonal drop in demand, there Is sometimes need for « de-
cision of whether to accept orders at a lo,rrer price to heln
meet overhead, and which order to take. 'nhe approach to this
problem is not one of apportioning overhead to an order in
the customarv manner, but it calls for an analvsis of how
much above variable costs the added revenue will brine,
age unit costs do not enter in the calculation.
To illustrate, the X Shoe Oomnanv Is fa cine the end
(1) Ibid., pn, 63-
6
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of its busy season, and wants to know which of two potential
orders to take for the slow season, 'the sales mo nn ger hag
obtained two possible orders, each of which would take up
the idle capacitv, The facts pertaining to the orders p re
as follows:
Order One is for 10,000 pairs of sneakers, the
average unit d.irect cost amounts to "2. normal overhead for
this order is 2 per pair if the order is to bear its pro-
portional share of indirect manufacturing and selling expense.
The company could realize "'5 .75 for each pair. Thus the nor-
mal accounting procedure would show a total expense of
'40,000, and income of "57,500. This results in a loss of
'2,500.
Order Two is for 15,000 pairs of i9on r s shoes. ere
the average unit direct cost is 0. A proportional allo-
cation of overhead amounts to '2.50 per pair. The company
can obtain 5 per r^ir from the customer. In this case the
total expense of producing the order is 82, 50o, ^ccording to
conventional accounting. This order would hrlnv in revenue
of only 75,000, which would result in a loss of
r7
,-^r
.
Examining the two orders as stated «bove, it would
seem that if one of the two orders were to be accented, in
spite of the fact that th <y both show a loss, it would be
s
better to accept the first one, and minimize the loss,
applying the procedure set forth in our previous example, we
realize that it is possible for an order to show a loss pc-
- n n
.
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cording to conventional cost accounting techniques, "hut still
be profitable to accent. This same tvne of analysis is ar>-
nlied to see which of those two orders would leave the com-
pany in the better nos it ion.
'ere it is not a matter of how well e r ch order
meets the fixed charges assigned to it, but is » Question of
which order will contribute more towards meeting the total
fixed charges of the company.
The order for sneakers would bring in a revenue of
37,500 for an out-of-pocket outlay of "‘?0,COO, leavin"
Ci 17,500 as a contribution towards the company's fixed charges.
The one for men's shoes wou-ld bring in a revenue of '75,000
as op-nosed to an outlaw of 45,000, and. a resulting *30,000
contribution towards fixed charges. Other factors being
equal, the companv ould he better off in the present sit-
uation by accepting the order for shoes. Fere we pee
that the conventional tvne of analysis is inadequate In -pre-
senting the true picture to management.
In addition to presenting these figures, the ac-
countant should include a report showing other factors to be
considered in coming to the correct conclusions,
factors should include a warning that the order should only
be accepted if it could be dropped at the end of the slack
season. Otherwise it would take up capacity needed ^or neb-
ular production orders that are able to be^r the i 10 full pro-
portional share of the overhead. Another effect mi°hJ- be
that the customer whose order was accented at a "Io t" r>”C^
.-
- l
t
. . ,
.
.
.
4?.
might expect to have the same price given to him for a sim-
ilar order at another time. If this should harden during the
busy season, the companv would not be able to do so without
incurring a real loss. Refusing the order would result in
a dissatisfied customer and a loss of goodwill. Management
should be encouraged to state the facts to the prospective
customer before accentin'1* the order.
4. Use In Deciding At ha t Point To Shu t Down "V-mrorar l lv
A decision to shut down the plant temporarily must
be supnorted by figures showing the cost of maintaining the
minimum working force. .This cost would consist o^ salaries
paid to executives, maintenance vorkers, »nd mmrd?, taxes
and insurance on the equipment and buildings, storage cho r"es
for materials, the time element of depreciation on plant and
eouipment (1), and also an estimate of the cost involved in
hiring and training new employees when production is wesumed-
In addition, the fixed interest charge^ that have to be paid
outsiders whether the plant operates or pot must he included.
For purposes of illustration let us assume that
these charges total 50,000. The management is asked to bid
on an order for 5,000 units. Tt asks the cost accountant \,o
submit figures showing how low a price it mav cuote rather
than shut the plant down temnorarilv.
The accountant determines from the flexible budget
( 1 ) Pee pp
.
A 7-A P
.t
4*
that it would cost $85,000 to produce 5,000 units. ^he cost
of producing no units is 50, no. Therefore, if the comps tut
could realize anythin? more than the difference of '”'55,000
by producing the order, it would my to •'c cert it. SJon-
sequently, the msna element could hid a<? low a s fw p<=p unit
and still break even as far as the decision whether to shut
down temporarily or not is concerned. Fere a ?» in it mast
be ascertained that the order will onl^ be of a temrorarv
nature and will not cut into riant capacitv when normal
onerations are resumed.
5, Use Of Differentia 1 Cost Analysis In Ba lancing Products
From time to time the accountant should prepare an
analysis ofeach nroduct to de t.ermin0 ho™ rrpf 1 tehl a line
is to the company, and how it compares to every other product.
This is not a matter of commit ’n" the average cost of rro-
duction of each product and comparing it with the revenue
obtained for it, but rather ’'hat is needed is the marginal
approach. The accountant must look at the situation from,
the standpoint of what costs would bd saved if the particular
product were dropped.
For example, let us assume that the X Company manu-
factures three products. A, B, and 0. Furthermore, to keep
things simple, let us assume that if 'my nroduct is dropped,
all of the direct costs and 40^ of the indirect costs of pro-
ducing it would be saved. A profit and loss statement ^or
the past year broken do'”n ®mon<T t^e three products would an-
.
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pear as follows:
A B ry Tots 1
Sales 40, non 65,000 -'50,000 155,000
Direct Cost so , 000 50,000 ,30,000 100,000
Indirect Cost lQ-^oao 20 r000 i
c
' noo * 5. 00.0
Total Cost 30,000 70,000 45,000 145,000
Net Profit
or (Loss)
1CUQQ0 L5,p_oq.). 5.000 1 0 r 00Q
From this presentation, it ' f'Ould appear that Pro-
duct B should he dropned since it is showing a loss, Now
let us see what the differential costs would he i 1" each pro-
duct were dronned in turn. The statements would ^pp^^r p s
follows
:
Product A Product B Product C
Dropned Dropped Dnonnsd
Sales “ 115,000 8 , 1 1 ? 105,000
Direct Cost 80,000 50,000 70,000
Indirect Cost 41 .000 7,7 f000 79 ,000
Total Cost 181,000 87,000 109,000
Profit or (Loss) ( 5 f 000
)
7 ,000 (4 P 0n.Q)
From this analysis we can see that Product 3 is
not as profitable as the other two, hut that the firm, is
better off hm "'7,000 in continuing to produce it rather than
dropping it, the difference between the profit from a
l"
1 the
products, and the profit arising if Product B is dronned.
If a more profitable line could be round to take its place,
then it shduld be replaced, otherwise, the r ''r'n should con-
tinue to produce it, and tr~ to increase its selling price
or decrease its cost to brine? the profit from it mnr« *n*-o
rt
- —
r
n r
r\ r>
1
t
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line with what the firm needs to gain a reasonable return
on its investment, ^his tvpe of analysis is helpful not
only in showing what lines should he dropped, but also in
determining instances of unbalance amon<? the various lines
The accountant can make a real contribution to the control
and planning of the business bv periodically submitting
such a report. Comparative differential cost statements
should also be included.
6. Use In Distr ibuti on Cost .Analysis
This same tvpe of approach is verv useful in dis
tribution cost analysis. Freeman sums it up p s follows:
The fact that marketing costs
are, to such a large extent, joint in-
direct costs and that there are so many
variables involved means that in the
marketing field more emphasis will bev^
to be placed on the relativity of costs
than has been necessary in the factory.
'Ye know in the factory that we have to
have different costs for different pur-
poses, vet for most purposes we have
been able to talk of our costs as if they
were absolute, at least for the time
being. In marketing we shall have to
have as many costs for our services and
merchandise as there ape Purposes to
which we choose to relate them.
If we want to know whether it
pays to send a salesman to a given local-
ity or class of customer we shall want
one kind of a cost. If we want to know
whether or not we shall accent an indi-
vidual order when it comes in by mpil or
j.s handed to a salesman already In n
customer’s' store, we shell want auite s
different end e considerably smaller
cost.. .The answer "'ill bnve to he obt®n-
ed by comparing the mar gins 1 cost of epch
border-line case with the ^rffinU -reven-
ue derived therefrom.
.r
•
, . .
r -
•A good plan is to consider
tlie products which - accord in 0' to the
best hypothetical Allocation - ppnear
°o oe 1 q8.Su profitable* then one
should consider what the real margin*
1
saying in costs would be from elimin-
ation of their sale, "hen the across
yield per average sale is low, either
because of the small quant itv per sale
or because of the small "percentage of
yield, the product mav nob be worth even
these few minutes* But when the average
gross vield i.s higher than the marginal
cost, it maw pay to continue to sell the
-item until a more profitable one can be
substituted for it, e must be sure,
however, that its sale does not detract
the attention of salesmen or customers
from some more profitable item, further-
more, the equipment for manufacturing the
item should not be increased unless the
excess of marginal wield over marginal
cost is sufficient to paw a fair return
on such additional investment. ( 1)
The rsssarre of the Robins on- Pptman Aqt has brought
about another need for differential cost analwsis applied
to distribution costs. This act forbids discrimina tion in
pricing in cases where differentials in manufacturing costs
exist. The benefits of such different is Is must he passed on
to all customers alike. However, differentials In marketing
costs mav be passed on. "Then cases of this nature are chal-
lenged legallv, the accountant must submit sC di *Terential
cost analysis showing that real differential costs a-plse be-
cause of differences in geogra rhica 1 area or ^n various meth-
ods of' selling. (R).
(1) Freeman, F. Stewart, "The Manufacturer ' a Cost",
N , A , C_ A , Bulletin . Vol
.
XT, No. *, Nov. IF, loop, r# t4q
(2) Van Sickle, Clarence L.
,
Cost Accounting Fundament*- Iff
and Procedures . pp. 526-577
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7. Use Element Of Depreciation Sh ould Be Included n
Diff erentls 1 Cos '-.s
So far we hrve assumed the t the onlv costs to be con-
sidered in deciding whetheren order s' ould be taken to occurs
idle capacity, where tbs price received for the order is not
enough to cover all of the fixed charges, should be the ad-
ditional cash outlaws needed to produce the order,
method assumes that mone^ alreedv invested in the plant has
nothing to do with decidin'? whether or not the additional
order should be taken. It is true that taxes paid on the
propertv would not affect the situation. These taxes would
remain the same whether one or one thousand articles ,,rere
produced. There are many who look at depreciation charges
in the same light. They feel .that depreciation should be
taken strietlv on « time basis. Many do so because this is
the easiest wav to figure depreciation, or because t
uev feel
that no method of calculating depreciation is entire' v ac-
curate.
However, depreciation is composed of both - time
element and a usage element. The time element involves
° n
estimate of when the asset being depreciated will become ob-
solete, and also the effect of weather on the asset,
usage element considers onlv an estimate of how man-
units
the asset is capable. of producing over its eMeeMve lUe.
For differential cost purposes it is ennai.lv mis-
leading to include the total charge for depreciation,
or to
exclude it entirelv. What should be done is to
break the *e-
'r- ' 4 <
.
.
r
.
~
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predation charge down into its up« r nd time elements, end
include the former in building up the differential costs.
If this is not done, orders will be accepted that dll use
up the productive life of the eouipment
.
These orders will,
not bring in revenue enough to compensate for the wearing
out of the equipment « This same equipment could "'•ave b^en
used at a later date to nroduce orders that would return
enough to .cov^r the usage o^ the equipment. The service
element remains in the equipment until it is used. 'There-
fore, it is lust as much a part of differential costs as
the direct labor needed to produce the added output. It is
of utmost importance for the a ec mmt *-nt to m-kp this point
clear to the management.
8. Summary Of J l " "erent jr 1 Cost Anc Ivs is
I know of no better wav to bring out the value of
differential costs than to auote from J.f- . Clark’s ~*mous
classic:
The peculiar value of es-
timates of differential cost lies in
correcting certain natural errors in-
to which a businessman mav be drawn
by looking merelv at total costs.
He knows that costs are lo^ when bus-
iness is active and that he makes most
of his monev ’’on the peak", ^nd ^e Is
likely to infer that the peak is a de-
sirable thing and that costs at other
times are higher. 'let the »-dded cost re-
spiting from added business Is lowest
when the plant is working at nnrt canac-
ity and when the plant reaches the point
of lowest total cost per unit, the added
cost due to added output hps *>lreadv
risen enormously and will rise still mo 1^

49
with everv further increase of business.
... Thus the behaviour of average costs
does not tell the ’"hole etorv, end "dif-
ferential costs conjectural though they
be, are important to estimate. (1)
D. Pricing Of Mr teria Is
Too many business men vet into difficulties bv
adding raw materials to their costs at the mice thew or-
iginally paid for them. These men do not consider the fact
that conditions mav have changed since they made the pur-
chase, This may lead to serious consequences for them
during a downswing in business bonditions because of com-
petition. Also, when business is reviving, thev mav find
themselves without the funds to replace their inventorv
even though the books show a large profit.
Here the Question is not what the firm actually
paid for the materials, but what it would h^ve to nav for*
them now if thev were to produce a particular order, On
this point Clark says:
'"hat the concern expands now is
materials which it now has, not the
monev which it paid out for them some
months ago, and the sacrifice no"’ invol-
ved in putting these materials into a
given order is really rerresented bv what
the concern could realize on these mater-
ials if it did not make them up and sell
them to this particular customer. This
sacrifice is measured bv the market price
of the materials and not bv the original
cost. The difference between the two is
a loss due to hold in^ goods whose price
hes fallen, and this loss should not he
charged as a cost of making these meter-
(1) Clark, J. Maurice, Studies Tn nhe Economics Of Ovem_
heed Costs, p. 90^

i&ls into finished products...
But such historical consider-
ations have nothing to do with the
question: What will our cost he next
week if we take these orders
,
compared
to what thev will he next week if "re do
not take them? (1)
Bv attempting during a recession to recover in
price the amount he paid for the raw materials, the busi-
ness man onlw succeeds in driving his customers to con-netl-
tors who have heen more astute in sizing un conditions.
The economist shows us that the rrice curve for m»pw In-
dustries during a period of ^ailing unices trends downward
in a series ofsteps with plateaus of varving lengths. This
indicates an effort on the rant of various producers to re-
cover the costs incurred in making their product?. Thew
attempt to combat the natural forces of the market, and as
a consequence, thev find themselves without customers. One
of the risks of being in business is the fact that there is
always the possibility of losing monev on an investment in
inventory because of a downswing in prices. Asking wour
customers to bear this risk for you bv buving vour croods for
more than the -^ are reallv worth at the time is a practice
that can lead to ruin.
The philos onhv of "pioneer
groups on the make" has been replaced hv
9 nhilosophv of "securitv , n -Pierce
clinging to the uaper values of wester-
davk balance sheet, an un^l n in^ness to
(1) Ibid., P.197
• • •
r r • • r
.
.
write off the debt based on those paper
values, and a. general insistence that the
future can be -poured into the mold of the
present. (1)
However, the ouestion of nrice rigiditv as on-
posed to free price is outside the scone of this paper. (?)
vhat is important to remember is that pricing rolicv should
always be forward-moving. Prices are made with a vie”'- to
what is spins' to hapnen in the future, not what has happen-
ed in the past.
In regards to an upswing in the business cvcle,
raw materials again have to be included in the -product at
their replacement cost in order to arrive at 51 sound rolicv.
If this is not done, the firm will find itself lacking the
funds to renlace floods that have been sold.
For example, in the case of a company that makes
a product selling for J'5, the historical costs of producing
the article are as follows *
Materials ?.?0
Labor 1.10
Overhead 1.10
Total Cost '4.50
In this case, the gross margin is 10' on the sell-
ing price, an amount that the comnanv needs to cover selling
and administrative expenses, and to vield enough profit to
make the venture worthwhile. Bv the time the article h r r
been produced and placed in stock readw to be sold, the ™"ice
(1) McNair, Malcolm F. and Meriam, Richard S. t Prohl ems Jn
Business Economics, r.^VC
'(2) Pee rm. VR-70
..
.
.
• t
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of the materials has advanced to ^2.60. The article is sold
for 5, hut since more materials must no- he houerht at the
higher price, it can he seen that the comrenv is onlv making
a real profit of .20, or 4^ on the selling ^’ce, "his dif-
ficulty could he solved hv ^riciny the product according to
the replacement cost of materials at the time ofsale.

IV INTEREST ON INVESTMENT
A . Introduct ion
One point which has been In heated dismite among
accountants for nearly thirty vears is whether not to in-
clude interest on investment as a cost, and if so, -"hether
to enter it into the accounts. Let us look at reasons for
including interest as a cost, and then see if it Is per-
tinent in- establishing a rriciny nolicv.
B. Arguments For Inclusion
Clinton II
.
Scovell, the leading exponent of the
inclusion of interest theory, aprroaches the point °s fol-
lows :
The substance of the interest-
as-a-cost th°orv is that a cost for the
use or service of caritpl exists .lust as
much ps does a cost fo10 the use of ser-
vice of labor or land. Physical assets,
plant and inventories, are in constant
use in production, and the use of such
assets c c nnot be suprlied free. n o pro-
vide them must mean a cost for interest,
lust a s the rrovision of 1 »nd me^ns a
cost for rent, pnd the provision of labor
a cost for wages. (1)
He claims that it is immaterial -ho sunrlies the
capital used to buy these assets, for all c^rit"! ’S pro-
vided at a cost. If capital is invested in an asset, then
that capital must be charged a cost that represents the
amount that" it could. have earned if Invested elsewhere,
is the sacrifice of the income from an alternative invest-
(1) Scovell, Clinton F., Interest As A_ Cost, plP
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ment that eroes to m°ke up the cost.
Mr. Scoveli answers the argument th^t depreciation
charges do away with the need for charging Interest on in-
vestment by saving that a depreciation chancre serves to re-
cover in the selling price carital that has heen used un in'
production, while interest on investment makes a eh-rn*^ for
the carital tied up#
-Schlatter lists the following as the chief argu-
ments of the inclusion! sts
:
1, Most well-known economists consider
interest to be a cost of production.
Because interest is a cost, it must
be included in the accounts in order to
find the true cost of reduction.
3. Although no expenditure is made for
theoretic 0 ! interest, the business must
be charged for the use of capital# If
the carital were not invested in this
particular business, it would be earning
interest bv be ins invested with ° borrow-
er.
4. If interest is not treated as a cost,
it is impossible to make real comparison
of costs of one method of production with
another reouiring a different amount of
carital or a different length of time
in process.
5. Because interest is a real cost, its
inclusion cannot inflate inventories.
6. Profits can no more be anticipated hv
the inclusion of theoretical interest In
the accounts than bv inclusion of sm-
other accrued item. Cl)
He believes that too much discussion has gone on
over a point that does not deserve so much attention.
] e
states that those who are onlw Interested in end of the rer-
(1) Schlatter, Charles F. , Cos t Accounting, n«7?
—
iod statements are numbered anon" the exclusion! sts
,
a nd
these include bv f»r the me lor itv of eccountrnts. However,
among; the inelusionists ere
...a considerable number of cost ac-
countants of wide experience in mamr
types of manufacturing plants. (1)
Ke g;oes on to st^te that
...An exclusionist often becomes «-> n ar-
dent inclusionist in a short t*me a^ter
accent 'n" employment in a concern m^kin"
products which c»n he produced by a num-
ber of different methods, some of which
reouire small Investments in ^ixed ^sse+-s
hut much labor, »nd others of which mn
reouire lapere investments and little
labor. His conversion is most rs-r^cl if
he is emploved bv a corporation makin"
the same nroduct h ,T different methods in
several factories, for then it is most
apparent that no true comparisons o'" unit
costs of one factory with another can he
made without recomnizin" interest on the
investment as a part of the cost. ( °)
Schlatter concludes savin" that
of including interest on investment since he
the primary purpose o'* cost accounting is to
he is in favor
believes that
control costs.
Howard states that interest on investment should
be included in costs used in establishing policies, hut not
in supervising profit margins or onarntln" results.
Clark observes that
• «, .
a cost see ount
(1)
/
Ibid,
,
PP. 670-.^71
(2) Ibid. P. 671
(3) Howard
,
,
Th oma s V.
,
and
For ZZJ o , p. 277
nf? system which ignores
others
,
"Y e 1 r e °.gpj~ s_i *HU 0 f (' o s h s
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interest is likely to cause some business
to be taken at less than it really costs,
or at least to represent some business
as being much more valuable than it real-
ly is. (1)
C. Effec t Of Imputed Interest On Pricing
To show that Interest on investment is pertinent
in establishing pricing policy, let me quote once ^gain from
Scovell as he answers the argument that In a competitive in-
dustry, the inclusion of interest in cost gives an unreli-
able basis for price making:
The ideas back of this object-
ion are said to be that when cost (in-
cluding interest) is high, price based
thereon msv be above the market price
and therefore prevent sales; and that when
cost (including interest) is unusually
low, the addition of the desired profit
maw determine a lower price then the mar-
ket will allow the manufacturer to get.
Neither situation would he on a hit changed
if interest were not included in cost, for
the proper calculation of desired sell-
ing rrice would then make provision for
interest in the "profit increment" above
cost, and. the price discrepancies would
still exist. But take the arguments
just as thev are.
It may he, for various reasons,
that the market price is such as will not
show a true profit above cost, that is,
when interest is Included in cost. That
contingency, however. Is by no means a
valid, argument a^pinst the desirability
of knowing what the true cost is. T f a
ceptain market condition has to he met,
the entrepreneur needs the true cost In
order to know the lowest possible T' r,J, c r‘
that will not cause a loss. If the price
is still above market, he than can seek
(1) Clark, J.i . , Thu 1 p. rrnon 1 es D.f Overh.ftf-Ci C Oftt-S. , n.
• f
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to reduce some of its details hv effi-
ciencies end economies so os to show
& profit. To tr Tr to accomplish tv e same
result merelv bv wilfullv disregarding o
proper element of cost would be foolish.
Furthermore, if cost plus ex-
pected profit does not. reach the market
price, there is no reason whv the manu-
facturer cannot benefit from this adv-^n-
tage, if he feels that his competitive
position warrants such a course.
It is essential that a. manu-
facturer know the cost of his product
including a 'fair return for the use of
'his capital, That he mav need to con-
cede from this cost in setting his sell-
ing rrice, or what he mav feel free to
add to it in the way of unusual profit
are matters which do not at ell concern
the fact that true cost (including inter-
est) is the proper and safe starting
point, (1)
1 • Feed iTot Included In /'c counts For Pric ins. rosea
For Pricing purposes it does not matter if Interest
on investment is included in the accounts or not. The im-
portant point Is that If Interest on investment Is pertin-
ent in making pricing decisions, then it is necessary to
call management's attention to that fact, "nd to prepare re-
ports showing how interest affects the particular decision
to be made. Management might object to its Inclusion In the
accounts because it fears that Inventories will be Inflated,
If this argument cannot be overcome. It is stil"1 necessarv
to show management how interest hears on the particular de-
cision.
(1) Scovell, Clinton H., Interest As. L 2,
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2* Effect On Short find Long-run Dec -* s * ons
Both short-run end long-run pricing nolicv is
affected bv Interest on investment. For short-run purposes
its inclusion aids in choosing one of two orders to aecept
when there is idle eapacitv, and In deciding whether to con-
tinue or drop p particular item*
For long-run purposes, it aids in determining at
which point in the production process to sel 1 a product,
and in making clear to management whether it can expect to
receive an adeouate return on an investment to which it is
committed over a long period of time. In setting a selling
price, management needs to knov7 the relationship between
cost of production, selling price, and the return on capital.
Return on capital is the yardstick bv which business enter-
prises can tell if they are successful or not. orrr large
businesses todav use expected return on investment as
r
starting point in establishing pricing policv; General
T
otors
,
for one, does this. By including imputed interest, the
accountant can constantly remind management how important
it is to plan price policies so that the sales dollar
will
#
return enough to make the operation of the riant worth
u
„
5. Connection "'1th OprortualtX v .QS .ta.
In the section on opportunity
- cost, ^ c n
tioned the necessitv for including interest on Investment
in
(l) fee pp . °8- <B0
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order to arrive at a sound decision in determining at "'ha
t
stage of manufacture to sell a product. It is not enough
to know that the product of a particular stage of manufact-
ure can be made at less cost than it can be bought at on
the market. It is necessary to find the cost of tving up
capital in the production of the particular Item, and to
add this to the cost of the Item before comparing it with
the market price. In some cases it will be found that al-
though it seems to be more profitable to manufacture the
item than to buy it, the inclusion of imputed interest will
tip the scale the other Of course if the plant needs
to manufacture the product In order to keep its workinm
force intact for a short period of time, it still be
cheaper to make the product rather than to buv it, even
though interest on investment is not being covered.
4 . Other Uses Or Imputed Interest
Another use to he made of Imputed interest Is In
the determination of which of two orders to accent at the
same price which take different lengths of time to manu-
facture, If Product A takes twice as lone* to m-ke as Pro-
duct B, hut incurs no more costs than p end returns the same
amount of revenue °s does B, It ”'ould he better to make
Product B, since the plant could make use of the extra time
used up bv A in making some other product that would br'ng c
return on the investment. TTence, in this tvre o' problem,
it is necesssrv to charge Interest on Investment to both
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products in order to take the time factor into considera-
tion.
In distribution cost analv*-is the same tvpe of
problem is met. Here imputed Interest is calculated on the
investment in receivables. If one product can be marketed
for cash, while another product that brings the same return
is sold on credit, it Is necessarv to consider the cost of
tving up capital in receivables before deciding ”hlch pro-
duct to make and sell.
A department store constantlv runs Into the prob-
lem of whether to lease a particular department or run it
itself. In making such a decision It must include imputed
interest In the cost of running the department itself. This
Interest should be figured on the Investment In eoulrment
and floor space, and also on salaries paid to the emnlovees
needed to run the department. Otherwise the costs of run-
ning the department and of leasing it are not comparable.
Trade associations have long favored the inclusion
of interest in order that co^ts of the various members can
be compared. Inclusion also results in letting the members
know ’’diat their true costs are. One author sums up the pos-
ition of imputed Interest todew and states the position of
trade associations on the matter as follows:
For the mo c t r»rt the Question
of the inclusion of interest on Investment
In cost has been answered in the negative.
In general the great manufacturing concerns
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of the countrv, with the most able ac-
counting advice at their disposal, have
not included a charge for interest on
invested capital. On the other hand,
of the trade associations which have
prepared uniform cost svstems Hh^ch
thev recommend to their members
,
the
ma.ioritv have included interest on in-
vestment araony the costs of nroduction.
The essential eripiment *yain«t
includiny interest is that It !** really
not a cost but an omortunitv foregone:
once capital is invested in buildings
and quipment for a certain industrv it is
no lonyer free for investment elsewhere.
Further, it can be recorded as a cost
only by making concurrentlv a conta-
entrv recording a profit. The process,
therefore, in effect anticipates a pro-
fit rather than records a cost...
The chief reason trade assoc-
iations have included the interest
charge in their cost classification is
that thev wish to be sure that their
members know what rrice is required to
cover all costs of nroduction and a
reasonable nrofit. The associations al-
so sometimes desire to collect the costs
of their members and combine them into
composite totals or percentages. If
this is done, it is desirable to have
all the concerns on the same footinir and
it is necess»rv in this connection to
take into consideration interest on all
capital invested, proprietary- or borrow-
ed. ( 1 )
In setting prieiny policv man^yement ne®ds to ’mow
the status of competitors makiny similar oroducts, T *‘ the
competitor's costs can be obtained, it is necessarv to in-
clude interest on investment in order to make the two sets
of figures' comparable. The same procedure is needed in
analvziny the results of various branches of the same or-
( 1 ) Paton, W.A., Accountants' Handbook , on. 147-l^q
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D. Determination Of R-te /*nd Pp.ee
Accountants rareIt pffree on ho™ to determine the
correct interest rate. Van Sickle’s viewpoint on this sub-
ject is as follows:
The rate to be used Is a moot
question. Probably the fairest rate
would be the interest rate that Is be-
in* paid on the bonds of the company
' concerned* The bond wield Is fairly
representative of the cost of borrowed
capital to the company. The proceeds
from the sale of bonds are generally in-
vested in fixed capital, and therefore,
the interest assigned to the fixed cap-
ital investment should be approximately
wh»t the borrowed capital is costing
the company. The rate will vary for
different industries, and to some ex-
tent for different enterprises within
any given industry, (l)
Scovell is in complete disagreement with this meth
od of determining the proper rate since he feels that some
attempt should be made to set a rate that is in accord with
the economic concept of pure interest - a rate which elimin-
ates all element of risk. In refuting the ideas expressed
by Van Sickle, he states:
Nor should the dividend on the
preferred stock or interest on the bonded
debt of a company be a determining fact-
or (in influencing the rate of interest
on investment). These rates, either in
"nominal" or "effective form, are the
composite results of security of rrinci-
(1) Van Sickle, Clarence L. , Cost Accounting
And Procedures . pp. 269-970
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pal and income, **nd marketabilitv. These
factors may in turn defend upon the a*e,
the character, or even the reputation
of the particular establishment or in-
dustry. Consequentlv, the returns on *
company
1
s preferred stock or bonds are
not indicators of a proper rate for the
use of the capital, exclusive of risk. ( 1)
He admits that the pure interest rate is "a concept too elu-
sive to be expressed in figures", (2) *nd suggests th*t
the rate to be used
is the one which ought to be realized
from any reasonably conservative in-
vestment of business capital - th«t
is, from an investment in high-grade
securities where the risk is reduced
to a reasonable minimum.
...there is in ®ach localitv
a definite idea as to what constitutes
the rate of interest to be expected on
reasonably secure Ion*- terra investments.
Capital undeniably h»s a well-defined
value for use. Men...have an inevitable
fixed charge for capital, and thew know
what is a reasonable annrox^mation to
it. (3)
However, in practice "there is a tendencv to use
6^", (4) as the rate, probablv because it is easy to use
in making calculations rather than because of «nv theoret-
ical approach.
As to the base to use, Scovell favors the use of
original cost of the different assets. (?) However, this
(1) Scovell, Clinton H., Interest Ez L C££i»
(2) Ibid., pp. 54-55
(3) Ibid., pp. 55-56
(4) Nouner, J.J.* Cost Acc ounting Principles- Pr-CtlCQ y
p. 277
Scovell, Clinton H., Interast Ez A £as£, PT>. 79-94( 5 )
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does not take into consideration the fact that the invest-
ment is being recovered in the selling; price through a charge
for depreciation* Hence, funds which have been recovered
through depreciation and have been invested in some other
asset are still being charged with interest on investment
in the already depreciated asset. This amounts to » double
interest charge. It seems more logical to deduct the re-
serve for depreciation from each asset before using it *s
a base in computing interest on investment.
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V. LIMITATIONS OF COST ACCOUNTING- IN SETTING PRICING POLICY
A
.
Limitations Imr op erl Em Cha rising Vo lu^ Qr The Doll
1. The Problem
The sc countent has been called to task in manm in-
stances because of the misleading character of balance sheet
figures. These figures are at times of limited use in estab-
lishing pricing policy because no recognition is made of the
changing ' value of the dollar.
One author in explaining the profit motive theorv
of business cycles has stated:
Price changes affect the pro-
fit outlook critically. In a reriod od
recoverv, rising nr ices increase profit
possibilities because them tend to widen
the margin between the selling nrice of
the output and costs of production,
partlm as a oonseouence of the relative
slowness with which wages advance.
Rising nrices thus eommonlm are associ-
ated with prosperity. In such a period,
future earning power tends to be over-
estimated, and enterprises B re capital-
ized on bases which earnings eventually
fail to support. One reason for this
is that rising prices introduce a cer-
tain fictitious or "paper” element into
profit, and businessmen eommonlm do not.
perceive the extent ofthis tctit.ious
element in their profits until too late.
(Accounting practices are partly at
fault.) (1)
2. Ot.aVn 1 1 zed Accounting 4a L gfl£.r^Ot Lite
European accountants, especial 1m tho e ° ' m
s
and France
,
have made attempts to correct this difficulty.
(1) McNair, M.P., and Merlam, . 0 .,
T
rflfclesiE. In IhlA
’
.n^S-fl
Economic^-, p.
" 74
C\
r •
In the past the economies of European countries have he^n
subject to longer ^nd more freemen- periods of inflet 1 on
and deflation than the United States. However, the -past
twentv veers have seen increasing instability of prices in
this countrv.
Henry W. Sweeney has introduced the idea of stab-
ilized account ing here. It is well to quote from the pre-
face of his book to show the need •por such a system!
The whole svstem of business
depends on reports. Reports are made up
largely of accounting statements. These
statements are prepared from books of ac-
count. And,- of course, accounts *>re ex-
pressed in terms of money, the standard!
of which in the United States Is the dol-
lar.
Now it should be carefully ob-
served that the dollar does not always
mean the same thing... Ihe rise »nd fall
in the general price level is somewhat
like the rise and fell in the tide, al-
though not so regular, with the indivi-
dual waves and troughs somewhat like
the heights of the prices of individual
goods and services.
...Prices continuously rise
and fall, often to a great degree, though
usually only moderately. ^ nd accounting
figures, instead of resting upon the bed
rock ofreal value, continue to rest up-
on the shifting sand of dollar value, -
foundation that is shifted up and down
bv the ceaseless movement prices.
Now, the success of the whole
system of business depends upon the truth-
fulness of reports. The truthfulness ot
reports depends ma inlv upon the tnutn-
' fulness of accounting, ?he
'
’
5f accounting depends largely upon the
truthfulness of the dollar -- and the
dollar is a liar! For it says one
thing and means another.
The result is that, in greater
Ir
/
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or less decree, ordinary accounting figures
give bad advice. 'They Kay to expand or
contract, buy or sell, hire or fire when
sometimes the opposite should be done, and
when usually the extent of such action
should be modified or enhanced... Con-
seouentlm, business uses * guide that is
certainly not wholly reliable when it
uses accounting. (1)
For our purposes, it is necessary to 'Trive at
some means for breaking down the results of operations f^om
one Period to the next to show what element of profit is
attributable to making and selling the article, *nd what
element is due to Changes in the price level. Furthermore,
we need some true measure of the condition of a business
in terms of real wealth.
It might be argued that the accountant is going
far outside his duties in considering this factor. Teton
answers this argument in these terms:
...the accountant is coming to be de-
pended upon more and more as an inter-
preter of the essential economic con-
ditions of the enterprise, particularly
in the field of advising investors . and
framing managerial policies. And in
these connections it is plain that he
cannot fulfill his function adequately
and remain blind to the limitations o^
the conventional accounts and repor s
in the face of a varving dollar. Tn
some c R ses, without doubt , a susta ined
movement of the price level has a more
important effect upon the welfare of
the enterprise than operating activity
'itself, and in such circumstances it is
surely the duty of the accountant to see
(1) Sweenev, H.’”., Stabilized Accounting, pr. x’-xhi.

to it that the msna cement is made fully
^ wars of the underlying developments. fl )
Sweenev’s nronosa] of ppnlying rn index of the
general price level to the accounting data in order to show
true value is limited in that, it is difficult to apply. It
is hard to get cost-keepers who are capable of understand-
ing, let alone handling, intricate index numbers. Mrny
cost accountants do not have the background to make the tran-
sition from standard accounting practice to the less con-
crete concepts of economics. Then, too, the tax require-
ments of accounting limit the application of stabilized
accountin'* in that it is costly to keep one set oT records
to satisfv the tax authorities, and erofhe r> to pacord the
economic gains and losses which ere the true measure of the
success of the business.
B. No I ^reement As To ~ha t * fnkes i* Cost
1. The Problem
There is no agreement among cost accountants as to
manv of the costs that are grouped Into manufacturing costs,
administrative expenses, and selling expenses. °ome firms
include timekeeping costs ^n inventories, ’"bile others in-
clude them as period costs. Purchasing department costs, pay-
roll department costs, and a rrreat many others are subject
to the same varied -treatment, (2) Accountants sr< lax
(1) Peton, ”.A., Adva nced A cc. punting#
(2) See :, Gosts Included Tn Inventories' , '
»
r
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making a cle^r-cut distinction between cost rnd loss. The
former refers to a sacrifice of v*lue which results in a
return of value. The latter refers to s sacrifice in v-'lue
without anv return of value gained. It is important to make
this distinction in order to know what costs c*n he covered
in selling price so that a sound policv can he followed.
Furthermore, in the case of joint rroducts it is imnossihle
to distribute costs to the various products in anything more
then an arbitrary manner. Another difficulty is that rricing
policy has to be formulated through an estimate of the future.
This means that it is necessary to predict what the costs
of labor and msteri r Is will be in the future.
For these reasons the producer is man^ times at
a loss in attempting to set sound prices in the face of com-
petition. It is important to him to learn what his compet-
itors are doing, but even if he can learn what their costs
are, it is impossible for him to compare his cost with theirs
since he never can be sure that competitors' costs are fig-
ured in the spme manner as his. furthermore, one producer
may figure markup as a percentage of productive labor, while
another mev figure it «s a percentage of cost of product on.
2. "nl form Cost Accounting A T orslble Solution
The N.R. C . experiment was the first l«rge scale
attempt to introduce uniform cost accounting into Indus trv.
One reason for its failure was th-t the depressed condition
of business encouraged each producer to conceal fis costs as
*)
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much as possible. Lawrence adds that
it is doubtful if N.R.A. contributed
much to the advancement of uniform cost
account ins: because the essence of the
Act was compuls5.on and regiments tion
under law. Force is seldom contribu-
tory to freedom of thought and action. ( 1.
The government has been more successful nu intro-
ducins: uniform cost accounting systems in the public util-
ity field. However, here the nature of the industry is much
more homogeneous than in most fields of manufacture. n
more heterogeneous fields it is up to the trade associations
to sell the concept o^ uniform accounting to their members.
The National Association of Cost Accountants con and has
done much to further its acceptance, and to develop stand-
ardized terminology.
But whet con uniform cost recounting do to let
8 producer know his costs better end to overcome
some of the
wastes of competition? Neuner lists the following sdvsn-
tages
:
A uniform accounting svstem wiH
o-ive each manufacturer in the industry
an assurance that all other manufacturer*
have included the same items in their
costs; that their businesses have been
departmentalized in substantially the
same way; that there is a common under-
standing of overhead or burden; •’•ha t
there is a tie-up of the financial and
cost records; that there is adequate con-
' trol of raw matei ial ...
6XC6rP69 of ipjnop^Tifc COTH—
( 1 ) Lawrence, d.b., d o s u. I .cq oyh
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.
petition will be avoided. The experience
of buyers in seeking quotations for a
niece of ecuipment from a large number
of manufacturers has often been that the
divergence between quotations is extra-
ordinary. The fissures which h^ve been
sent in as bids on the identical niece
of equipment varied as much as 40' above
and below the average quotation. It be-
comes evident either that some members
of the industry "?ere extraordinarily in-
efficient as compared with others or
that those seeking to sell at the lower
price were entirelv ignorant of their
costs. In either case it is desirable
' for the' welfare of the industry that
the facts be known. (1)
After a uniform system has ba^n adopted in an in-
dustry, its chief advantage lies in the publication of stat-
istics of the results of the various members of the industry.
The fact that the accounting system is uniform makes it
possible to compare the results. These statistics are col-
lected by the trade association, and a renort is made public
shoving
... the unit costs in different depart-
ments or processes, percentages of Pro-
ductive time to total time, departmental
expenses and expense ratios, cost of’ idle
time and hourly operating costs. (?)
Lawrence also suggests that the cost of tne f’in
1
sh-
ed product is the one of chief interest ^o the tneustr
r
.
e
would publish beside the average of costs the high and lo™
points to show the range. However, I believe that a chart
showing tfie frequency of performance at each level of cost
(1) Neuner, J . I .
'
r
. ,
Cos.t. Accounting HrlnclPlSfl 2JX±
p. 733
(2) Lawrence, .B., Cast pp. 436-437
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would be more heirful
die question prises whether the pdoption of such
a system of uniform accountin'* by an industry will le^d to
prosecution under federal anti-trust la^'s
.
However, it was
decided in June l°2-c
,
in the United States Supreme Court
in the Maple Floorin'* Manufacturing Appreciation case that
this is not illegal. Majority opinion ruled that any group
that collected and discussed cost statistics were not violat-
ing any law as long as they did not reach any agreement *s
to the setting of a price for the industry. (1)
Van Sickle claims that one of the benefits of
uniform accounting is
... the stabilization of selling prices
for the products manufactured within a
given industry ps a result oT the adopt-
ion of uniform procedures in cost com-
putations. ( 2 )
And as long as there ere those who feel that this is one of
the true benefits, then there is bound to be the d°no“er or
legal action by governmental authorities.
fhere are several difficulties involved in the
introduction of uniform accounting. Tn the first place, et
is very difficult to convince various members of the industry
of the advantages of it. These members feel that the Tr pr,(?
losing a competitive advantage bw disclosing their cost
figures. In addition, thev do not like to mpke changes in
Neuner, J.J. Cost. Accounting Principles ml Irec tlc .5 »
p. 746
Van Sickle, C., Cost Accounting Thmdementrl - t rTQC?dur.g£>
p. 13
( 1 )
( 2 )
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their accounting system which thev anticipate m-v he cost-
ly.
' * UllS. C.os.t Of 0_osJi Accounting
Cost accountants ere already criticized for the
cost of carrying out their established function - that of
controlling costs. Thev have done much to improve the effic-
iency of their work and to reduce the cost of it through
such means as mechanical devices and standard costs. Cost
figures take time and monev to collect. The system of re-
porting which the cost accountant uses means th°t ’"orkers
have to take time off from their regular tasks to renort
the needed figures, with a resultant loss of production.
The results that sre brought about by this system of report-
ing have to be worth more than the cost of obtaining the
figures. Before the cost accountant can undertake a new
function - that of aiding in policy determine t ion - he must
convince management that the results will far outweigh the
costs of obtaining them.
D. Coiit ft cc-ountnnt Too. Much Concerned With Co.gJLs.
The cost accountant mav be led to feel that costs
are the most important factor in the setting of a price he-
x'
cause of his constant dealings with them. Costs are bis bread
and butter, and ouite ns tursllv his thinking is colored by
them. Modern economic theory maintains that sunnlv, demand,
8nd price are at the same time determinants of one another.
The accountant must be mindful of this before t^ln^ to In-
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fluence pricing police.
E, Influ enc e Of Demand On Pricing
This thesis, bein^ on cost accounting, h^s not dis-
cussed the influence of demand on pricing to crreat ex-
tent. But there is no attempt made to prove that costs
are more important in determining price than demand, ^ome
mention has to he made of the effect of demand on price;
this is a factor over which the cost accountant hap no con-
trol, and which is bevond his influence.
To show the affect of demand on costs I should
like to ouote from one of the reports of the Temnorarv
National Economic Committee, which hap done muc ’'1 Investi-
gation in the field of -pricing.
It may well he that too much,
stress has "been laid upon the nature o^
manufacturing costs as an explanation o"r'
the relative inflexihilitv of the -prices
of manufactured croods , For any particul-
ar commodity at anv given time, the re-
lationship between costs and prices is far
less precise and immediate than such
reasoning would imply. In the first
place, it is rarely possible to determine
with accuracy exactly what the cost of
producing ° given article is. In most
industries there is a large proportion
of indirect or overhead costs, whose
computation and allocation to specific
products involves a large number of as-
sumptions, An outstanding problem apises
from the fact that costs varw sharplv
•with sales volume, Consecmently , anv
'calculation of costa must start --^d’ "p
estimate of what sales will be and it is
obvious that apy estimate of future
sales may vary widely from reality,
sales are larver than expected, the
calculated cost may materially exceed
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the actual; if fall abort of the
estimate the calculated cost ^ill be
too low. Moreover the nrice chrrged
will itself affect costs, sine*1 a lo—er
rrice mpy stimulate sales and thereby
result in cost economies. In short,
cost accounting is not an exact science
and cost estimates are only one of the
elements which a concern must consider
in fre-min" its pricing nolic^ # (1)
Another factor to consider on the demand side of
the picture is that much of demand is of a loint nature.
This in itself imposes limitations in nriee setting. "n
general a firm knot's that a decrease in the price of its pro-
duct ill lead to an increase in the number of articles
bought. However, since demand is in manv cases loint, a
condition of inelasticity results. Thus, th« number of steel
castings purchased will not increase greatly even -'ten the
price fells unless at the same time there is an increase in
the demand for construction.
Besides determining whether demand is elastic or
not, it is necessary to t°ke into consideration ’"'hether there
is anv organization among the huvers . Such organization
tends to hold prices down during neriods of increasing rrices
and accelerates their decline during a period oT Tailing
prices
.
Another difficulty involved in the measurement of
demand and its influence on price is the Toot th*-t it '.s
hard to estimate the amount of invisible stocks in the hands
(1) Nelson, S
. ,
& Keim, A. f "Price Behavior and Business
Policv"
,
Trnmnorarr National Economic Qpirnnl+'-taa
ftrach Mu 1* p. 35
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.
of those consumers et le^st one step removed .from the first
purchase of the firm's output. The ultimate consumer or
processor might be buying because he fears that -prices will
continue to rise. The time comes when he can no longer
afford to keen a large supply on hand, so he cuts down on
his purchasing in order to clear out his inventory. If the
firm had some idea of the invisible stocks, if, would be
able to adjust its production accordinglv, Lack of know-
ledge makes adjustment a hit-or-miss proposition.
F. Existence £)£. Hon-rr i c.e HornneJLLt-Ion
1. The Froblem
Especially since the passage of the Robinson- 7 a t-
man Act and the various state fair trad‘d Practice laws, price
competition has been on the decline. Another important
factor that has helped this decline is the growth in size
of various business combinations. Hamilton writes of' the
existence of other measures of the price of pn article in
addition to the monetarv value attached to the o*oods as
follows
:
The auoted price we p rs the a in
of recunisrv exactitude: it is the sum
paid for a pencil, a dress, a radio, p
telephone call. Yet there are enough
terms exposed to the nlav of forces in
the market to make the otiofed price a
" base, an approximation, an hypothesis,
or an unreality. Arrangements within
the industry, the incidence of a n impet-
uous competition, the sporadic progress
in technology mav cause the sums which
the buyer lavs down to depart fpom the
figures at which the commoditv is
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sumed to change hands. The devices by
which fictions attend the emoted nr ice
are numerous; thev vary from industry to
industry and change their character with
the passing occasion... Through the
whole maze of mercantile practice an
array of customs hammers at quoted pricer.
A. premium or guaranty m«y go alon" with
the good... A guaranty is an indirect
way of varying the price of an article..*
The list runs on with all the
conditions which imringe uron a sale. A
roll call of commodities and an exhibl-
- tion of the practices which pipy about
their prices would be an exciting and
endless undertaking. An infinite variety
in practice defies the competence of the
ordinary buyer and makes fiction an
enduring element in the ouoted price.
For all its pecuniary exactitude a price
can be understood only within its ha-
bitat. (1)
In an attempt to discover why producers are turning
more and more to non-price competition, let me quote fwom
Stigler
:
It might be oblected that *n
advertising program would be lust as like-
ly to lead to retaliation as a price cut*
But duopolists seem much less worried
about nor-prico competition. The sen-
sitivity to prices is due in large nart
to two circumstances. First, prices are
usually the mo^t precisely measurable
variables of market policy, and it is
difficult to maintain a consistently
higher price (for substantially similar
commodifcies) except in the most unin-
formed consumer markets. But quality
of product, for example, is less easily
measured... Second, prices have been
'the publicized variable of market pol-
icy: there are a thousand denunciations
(1) Hamilton, •'Valter, et al., Tr.ic.a And Brice : .<2l.l£g *
pp. 531-5755
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of the price "chiseler" to one of ex-
cessive advertising, and some competi-
tive policies ( e«g. , qualitv improve-
ment) dare not be criticized publicly
because of strong moral sanctions. (1)
If the price of a firm’s products is fixed bv lew,
or if the firm is afraid of retaliation if it chancres its
price, it has to resort to non- price competition in order to
obtain enough business. There ere three mein forms that this
type of competition takes. One is increasing the intrinsic
quality of the product. The second is the use of advertising
and branding to make the customer believe that the product is
better than any other of similar price. The third is grant-
ing something extrs for the same price. Thus firms resort to
granting favorable credit terms, guarantees of performance,
price rebates in esse the customer is not satisfied, liberal
trade-in allowances, premiums, gifts, and favors.
2. Inherent Da nger Of Hon- price Competition
It is outside the scope of this thesis to discuss
the danger to the firm and industry of maintaining too rigid
a price structure when resort is made to non-rrice comretit l/on.
However, it is necessarv to point out the problem, 11 o do this,
I should like to quote from McNair and Meriam:
Another important factor which
mav contribute to the shrinkage of the
profit margin In particular industries,
and -which almost carte Inlv is an Import-
ant cause of the severity and prolong-
ation of depressions, is that which is
(1) Stigler, fleorge J.
,
'‘he ^he orv Of Price . r. O’7 2
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now generall y designated by tbe term
’stickv prices 7
.
For various reasons
connected partly with tbe increased size
of business enterprise and tbe decreasing
number of competitors in certain fields,
partlv with tbe development of certain
marketing policies and practices, and
partly with tu e rise of certain social
and political doctrines, flexibility no
longer obtains in manv parts of tbe price
structure. Instead of "market” nrices,
we have ’’administered 7 ' prices, and these
readilv become ricrid prices. Rigidity
in tbe nrice structure, though it mam
seemingly enhance the profit prospects
of some concerns and industries, often
operates to narrow tbe outlook for pro-
fitable operation in other industries.
Particularly after a dowpward turn >^s
been initiated in t^e business ewcle,
the almost fatal slowness with which
relative prices are adjusted p s between
industries and commodities lends to
large declines in production and employ-
ment. Present-daw conditions of tbe
economic system apparently are so eh
that numerous businessmen prefer to de-
crease production and lay of-0 employees
rather than to lower prices. (l)
Op this subject attention is directed to T . N
.
T
.
. C
,
ffo.nowrap
1
_lg. X, (?.) Burns, ( " ^ and Chamberlain.
3# distribution Cost Ana lysis A ta r ti/1 I Solution
To relate the effects of non-price eomr^tit ion to
pricing policy, the cost accountant has available the tool of
distribution cost analysis. This t
v
pc of analvsis is of val-
ue in showing what the cost is of supplying extra services
(1) McNair, M.P., and M eriam, ., Problems Xn Cis in^ss
^c.'^nomics > p.-37f
^ .
(2) Nelson & Reim, ’Price Behavior and Business Policy",
'l f-.mporarw Nations 1 Economic C ommi 1 1 ee
~
'onoycaj^b Nq,. 1
(3) Burns, A.F., ,T|ha beeline 0£ Competition
(4) Chamberlin, E.II., nb_a fe ory .or ' onorol is,Lie. C.,Qmpotl-
Lion
'r-
C
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to the customer. Conseauentlv, the producer will here a
better idea of the costs he has to recover in the selling
price, and can set the price accordingly. Since distri-
bution costs are by nature predominately fixed and joint, (1)
the marginal approach to the problem is the best attack.
Certain limitations are involved in the use of
differential cost analysis. Neuner has listed some of
these as follows:
Development of wavs and means
of accounting for the costs of distribu-
tion has lagged somewhat behind the pro-
gress established in industrial product-
ion cost accounting. One reason for
this is that distribution cost analvsis
affords too many possible applications
,
causing a lack of uniform treatment.
For example, the cost of distributing a
product will vary not only with the pro-
duct distributed, but with the territory
in which the sale is made, the type of
customer, the method of sale, and per-
haps the method of delivery...
Distribution costs are more
difficult to compute than manufacturing
costs. Some distribution expenses are
direct costs and are incurred only in
specific cases. For example, salesmen’s
commissions are based upon the value of
the goods sold and can be allocated to a
specific sale. But the majority of dis-
tribution costs are indirect expenses
and must be apportioned to the various
articles. This apportionment may be
achieved in so many different wavs that
the clerical cost of the work maw be
greater then the value of the results,
^ For example, these indirect distribution
costs may be computed on the basis of
sales by products, by classes of cus-
tomers, or by methods of distribution. ( S)
(1) Paton, W.A., Accountants ’. Handbook *
(2) Neuner, J.J., Cost Accounting Prlnclnl.eii And Fjr^LCilC^ »
rp. 520-591
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It Is a most difficult tesV to ©llocste the cost
of non-price competition to the various products. One can
not sat with anv certainty how manv additional sales were
made as the result of this month’s advertising camrpifm.
There is much research left to he done in the field of dis
tribution cost anelvsis before it e'-n fulfill the promises
it holds out
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
A • Siinrnig-mr
In spite of the fact that price is not determined
directly by cost, the cost accountant can sup-nlr manv of the
important facts that management needs to establish -pricing
policy. After a period of abnormal supplv-demand-price
ratios, conditions are fast reapproaching a state where it
will be imperative to have a sound pricing policr in order
to succeed in business.
Return on investment should be the starting point
in planning the long-run price. Pricing must be done on a
forward basis; hence, historical costs are of limited value
for this purpose. The policv must be based on a complete
budgetary control svstem that makes use of standard costs.
For pricing purposes it is important to use an overhead rate
that is based on practical operating capacitv, making? allow-
ances for breakdowns, seasonal variations, and expansion.
Otherwise, the loading of the cost of Idle capacity into
price will lessen demand and create further idle capscitw.
The conventional approach to the costing of joint
products is too arbitrary to result in a sound price. Al-
though it is impossible to arrive at an exact figure for the
allocation of costs to joint products, the marerinal approach
would be the better one for prlcinsr purposes. Nor should
joint products be judcred solelv bv the results of a single
year’s performance since some products have to be subsidised
in their early years, while others are needed to round out the
v .
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line regardless of their slow turnover.
The accountant can make use of* oprortunitv costs
In determining whether to make or bur certain materials,
and at what point in the production process to sell the pro-
duct. In doing so, he should include interest on investment
in order to have comparable costs.
In the area of pricing, the cost accountant c»n
make his greatest contribution to management through the
presentation of reports essential to the determination of
a sound short-run price. When unforeseen conditions upset
long-range plans, differential cost anelvsis is helpful in
deciding how best to make use of idle canacitv, the advis-
ability of keeping the working force intact, the balancing
of products and lines, and the investigation of distribu-
tion costs. The use element of depreciation should be in-
cluded in differential costs so that sufficient revenue
is earned to compensate for the wearing out of eouirment
which could have been used at a later date. Differential
costs are of much greater importance than averave costs
in making short-run decisions.
Market value should be used in the costing of
raw materials. Otherwise, a downturn in business will find
a firm unable to sell its products in the face of comreti-
tion. Similarlr, during an upswing in the business cvcle,
the firm will find itself lacking funds to Purchase mater-
ials for future production if it clings to historical
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costs
.
Although the majority of aecount-nt s aps stl.ll
opposed to the Inclusion of Imputed Interest in cost. It is
needed for pricing purposes. In the short-run it ©ids in
determining which of several orders to accept "hen idle
capacity exists, and emphasizes the time factor of product-
ion, It is needed in distribution cost analvsis, and in
comparing the costs of the various branches of one business,
and of several companies in an industry. In the long-run
it can be used in planning price policies so that the sales
dollar will return enough to make the operation of the
plant worth while. Accountants ere not in agreement ^s to
what constitutes the correct rate of interest to use for
practical purposes. The theoretical rate is one that elim-
inates all element of risk, but in practice, 6^ is used in
most cases because of the ease in making calculations. Orig-
inal cost is a poor base to use since it results in a du-
plication of interest charges. A better base would be one
that has the depreciation reserve deducted from it before
it is used.
The accountant is faced with several limitations
in attempting to aid in planning price rolicw. One of
these is the ever changing value of the dollar wherebv changes
in the price level are not reflected in the balance sheet.
Stabilized accounting, which adjusts the accounts according
to the prevailing price level index, can be used to correct
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some of the difficulties imposed by this situation* Fur-
thermore, accountants are not in agreminent as to Hist is
cost and what is loss. Nor do theT figure mark-ups in a
consistent manner. Therefore, it is a difficult matter to
set sound prices in the face of competition. To solve this
problem, it is proposed that a uniform system of cost account-
ing be adopted by the veriou® firms in an industrv.
The cost of cost accounting must al^o ba consider-
ed, along with the fact th®t the cost accountant is apt to
feel that costs are the most imoortsnt factor in setting
prices because of his natural preoccupation ~ith them.
Because he is too much concerned with costs, he is liable
to overlook the influence of demand on price. Furthermore,
he is not in a good position to measure the influence of
demand. Then, too, business is being conducted more and
more on a basis of non-price competition. This true is more
difficult to measure than is competition through price.
However, the accountant has developed distribution cost
analysis to aid in solving the problem, although this tool
is still in its developmental stage.
By taking up the challenge presented b^ the vast
and complex area of price policy, and developing tools ap-
propriate to the determination of a sound price, the cost
accountant can win for himself and his profession * vital
role in management
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B . Areas. Ear Earther Studr
Much work needs to be done In the investigation of
the cost-into-price relationship. It is a difficult matter
to make such an empirical study because of the reluctance
of manufacturers to disclose pertinent information. This
is especially true in the methods ther use to recover t~xes
in price. The way price lines are develoned needs further
study. Ways must be found to refine distribution cost
analysis so that it can be used more effectivelv in the
investigation of non-price comnetition.
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